
Appendix 4 – Full Responses

1 I found this proposal very interesting. I fully any initiative to reduce traffic volume and pollution levels.
However at present E scooters have a very bad reputation with a majorly of local residents. They are used illegally on the road, particularly
younger people with no insurance and with little regard for other road users or pedestrians.
It is only a matter of time before serious injuries or deaths occur.
To maintain public support for this type of innovation it is important to regain the trust.
A clamp down on illegal use is needed, even some form of legislation to limit the speed of e scooters available.
To create the best impression with this proposal, unregulated, antisocial, illegal use of this form of transport needs to be addressed.

2 Great idea, hope it doesn't go the way of the ebike!
But £14.00 an hour is far to expensive
Needs to be a lot more competitive to get a sustained use

3 I have been reading about the e-scooter trial this morning, and thought I would have a look and see how I could go about hiring a scooter, only to
find there is one major flaw with the trial.

Voi only has an app for Apple phones, and not for users of Andriod, even though over 75% of all mobile phone users have Android on their
phones. I am sure that the trial will be a success if you ask Voi to provide an app for Android users.

4 I’m writing to express feedback on the Voi e-scooter trial in Southampton. I think its a great idea, and implemented really well around the city. I
was really excited to try out the scooters as a means of commuting and travelling around Southampton to avoid buses and Ubers, especially
during COVID. However, I have read that you need a full or provisional driving license. Unfortunately I am visually impaired and therefore unable
to hold a full or provisional driving license. I understand the need for age and identity verification, however this rule is preventing me from being
able to use such a great service. I’m perfectly comfortable and capable on roads, as I regularly cycle around, even using an e-bike. Is there a
way I could use a different verification in order to use the Voi scooters? Perhaps utilising some of the Voi safety lessons to ensure unlicensed
users understand road safety. If not, as part of my feedback I’d like to heavily suggest an alternative verification, as at the moment I’m excluded
from this fantastic scheme because of my disability (which doesn’t affect my ability to use a scooter).



5 Who pays the insurance? When the e-scooter tears down the hill on the pavement, and crashes into me the pedestrian or into the side of a car,
who pays? Of course they are on pavements. They don’t like being on the roads (just like quite a few cyclists). The difference between the two is
speed and therefore scale of damage. Perhaps they should have dash-cams so the rider can be recorded breaking the law.

It's illegal to use them on public roads, on pavements, in cycle lanes and in pedestrian-only areas. The reason for this is that  electric scooters
are currently classed as 'powered transporters' by the government and fall under the same laws and regulations that apply to all motor vehicles.

6 I write as a current MSc student in Transportation Planning and Engineering and the University of Southampton and to express my strong
support for them!

The data show that well-managed scooter systems can provide safe, sustainable, and fun mobility for many people. San Francisco's experiences
offer good insights (HYPERLINK "https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-
2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-
5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQ
QFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-
TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=" https://www.sfmta.com/sites/default/files/reports-and-
documents/2019/08/powered_scooter_share_mid-pilot_evaluation_final.pdf).

I'd also emphasize that ridership statistics may be disappointing given the extremely small service area currently in operation. This should not be
an indication that the scooters are not worthwhile!

Also, if bikes are allowed in the common, why shouldn't scooters be? People on bikes and people on scooters travel at similar speeds, and the
common is a safe, traffic-free place to travel sustainably.

7 With Southampton kicking off its electric scooter rental scheme, I was hoping to be able to throw in my two cents in favour of their private
ownership.

I won't bother trying to convince you of how useful and practical scooters are - I assume that the council is already convinved of that since they
endorsed the rental scheme. Rather I will focus on why private ownership and operation should be allowed.

 ·Private owners are more invested in their vehicle and more likely to ride responsibly and regularly.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sfmta.com_sites_default_files_reports-2Dand-2Ddocuments_2019_08_powered-5Fscooter-5Fshare-5Fmid-2Dpilot-5Fevaluation-5Ffinal.pdf&d=DwMFAw&c=pbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs&r=5gSqAGXGhw3qSCzG2PedL2A0fmC9U0LkDW4csPFQQFXZl2WkfEMQzhnvwKrT-7sW&m=9msycKPUQOPGm_WOiIchTKWS8fwo0tsnhpd42MZPSlw&s=sU8V-TmSTPbAdtiYMlAgViRZHWYQUhfLnjOFJSfQux4&e=


 ·The regions where the rental scheme is accessible won't work for people who would ride a scooter for a longer commute, potentially out
of the centre of the city.

 ·You can't rely on the rental scheme to always have a scooter available when and where you need it. For someone who needs to
commute regularly, this is a deal breaker.

 ·Private scooters are cheap, with popular models being from £250-£400. This is way more accessible than bikes, which often run well
over twice that amount, and the difference may encourage more people to stop using their cars or public transport.

 ·We have the excellent Pure Electric store at the bottom of London Road, offering excellent support for private owners.

In practice there are already lots of people using private scooters safely and enjoying the convenience and practicality. It would be heartening to
see the council get ahead of the trend, rather than falling behind.

8 My neighbours and I are extremely upset at the thought of an escooter rack being placed very near to where we live, on Highfield Lane, just next
to Church Lane.

We are about to respond to the request for responses to the plan to impose such a structure at a dangerous place.

I was just driving back from the hospital where I dropped off my wife to give her blood, and as I approached the church at the corner of Church
Lane and Highfield Lane, saw to my horror 5 absolute idiots (sorry, I mean students) riding these newfangled death machines (sorry, e-scooters)
ON THE PAVEMENT going up Highfield Lane – 5 or so minutes before the schools come out. I almost stopped to remind them of the rules and
restrictions which are in your document at

https://www.southampton.gov.uk/travel-transport/sustainable-transport/escooters.aspx

viz You are not allowed to use them on pavements.

Please do not allow these machines to be introduced into our traffic when such violations will obviously be committed.

9 This would be a great idea but is just full of young people causing chaos at southampton train station
Someone will end up getting hurt and none of the people on them were 18years old no road sense and on and off the curbs in to the road at a
busy junction and bus lanes
I witnessed at least 2 of them falling off in to the bus lane.
This is a major accident waiting to happen look at you logs for around 7pm at central station Southampton

https://www.southampton.gov.uk/travel-transport/sustainable-transport/escooters.aspx


10 I am not an e scooter user but someone who drives along the avenue in Southampton twice a day.
I am concerned that I have seen several e scooters on the main road and in the cycle lane on the road. I don’t know if they are allowed on the
roads but they are quite dangerous and have complete disregard for cars.
I am not sure if they are the rented ones or not- if not then I believe they are illegal anyway unless on private land.

11 We noticed that an E-Scooter point was put up by our house last week.

Initially we thought this initiative was a great idea, however we've found that it attracts a large number of drunk people to our road throughout the
night, who are returning from their nights out via scooter. This is causing a large amount of noise disturbance during the early hours of the
morning.
We have noticed damage to cars on the road and also a large number of scooters have been left at the point, thereby blocking the path

Is it possible to move this scooter point elsewhere, or put up more scooter points in Portswood so that we are not disturbed by the late night
scooter users.

12 I just wanted to give some feedback about the escooters and say that it would be great to expand the area to the hospital. In an article I was
reading it said about then being great for NHS staff, yet they don't allow you to go near the General hospital on them which is such a shame as I
would otherwise use them to go to work on.

13 The use of council supplied e scooters in Portswood. This morning I was walking to work and youths on council supplied e scooters were riding
on the pavement at full speed. This is a lot faster than running speed. The riders were forcing pedestrians to get out of their way. The riders had
the hoods up on their chavsuits and no safety helmets. One of the riders went right up behind one pedestrian outside Portswood library and rang
the bell on the scooter which caused the pedestrian to jump out of his way. I would like to make it clear that had the offender done that to me, he
would now be in hospital having the e scooter removed from his person. It is bad enough that we have illegal scooters being used by many of the
drug dealers in Portswood without encouraging more crime. I will contact all of the councillors standing at the Portswood ward elections to find
out their view on this.I suppose they will only be viewed as dangerous when a child dies using one. Then the council will start a campaign to
have them banned.

14 I am writing to you to raise concerns about e-scooter parking racks on pavements. We ask you to review this immediately on behalf of
Southampton Sight (Southampton Society for the Blind), which is an organisation of disabled people who are blind or partially sighted, and who
therefore enjoy full protection as disabled people against discrimination under the Equality Act 2010.



As you all know e-scooters are now trialling in Southampton. We have been working closely with Voi representatives and raising our concerns
BUT there is something that we feel is a policy decision that can only be addressed by you. Please find enclosed testimony from one of our
members at Southampton Sight who is registered blind. Stephen has written about his experience and included some photos which show just
how dangerous parking racks placed on pavements can be for people living with sight loss. Why are these racks not placed in car parking
spaces on the road? This is something that we think should be addressed by Southampton City Council immediately.
Moving around safely on pavements is essential for blind and partially sighted people. E-scooter parking racks can cause a hazard and restrict
the freedom of many people with sight difficulties. They need to use pavements without worrying about obstacles that might be blocking their
way. An increase in obstacles on pavements means that people with sight difficulties may collide with them potentially causing injury. If the
parking rack does not leave enough space (as shown in the photos) pedestrians may have to walk out into the road to be able to get past and
this obviously means they will be at risk of being hit by other traffic. Blind and partially sighted people already experience barriers to freedom of
movement which limits their opportunities and choices. People should be able to move around safely and independently.
Please could you take time to review this and ensure that Southampton is a city that is safe for all its residents something I am sure we all aspire
too.
Supporting evidence in Appendix 6

15 I am writing to ask why it seems no one is enforcing any rule regarding the use of these scooters.
Every day I see teenagers using them but how can they as they wouldn't hold a valid driving licence.
I have also seen on regular occasions 2 people riding on one scooter
I know this is against the rules and against the law but no one even the police are doing anything about it, i saw a police car drive past 3 scooters
with 2 people on each one on london road friday afternoon and they didn't stop them.
someone just has to stand on london road or onslow road to see this going on, it is clearly breaking the law so why when we pay so much for the
police and it goes up every year do they seem to do nothing about ot

16 I  live in the city centre of Southampton, and am very concerned with these scooters,now available to rent.

I notice that you have to be 18, and have a driver's licence.  I wonder who will be "policing" this, as I have seen these scooters in public parks,
never seen anyone wearing a helmet and how easy will it be to "borrow" someone else's licence to scan into the app?

I t think they are an accident waiting to happen!
Please come into town and watch the behaviour!



17 I have to say this is a dreadful idea. After going into west quay tonight I saw several near misses, with scooters on pavements with young lads
weaving in and out of pedestrians, a young girl went straight across a road when traffic lights were green, nearly getting run over, no one wearing
any safety helmets, just an accident waiting to happen. A complete hazard and it wasn't even busy tonight, I would hate to see what it might be
like on a busy Saturday when they're all on scooters pissing about in thr High Street.

18 I am writing to you today regarding the recent introduction of Voi e-scooters in Southampton. I would like to start by saying I think the concept of electric
scooters, alongside other electronic and other environmentally-friendly modes of transport are vital to cutting our carbon emissions and making our City a
greener and better place for its residents.

Unfortunately, since their initial rollout I have been incredibly concerned by their use from a public safety aspect. I have witnessed children using them,
probably as young as 10 years old, i.e. not holding any form of Driver’s Licence, as well as the scooters being ridden in tandem. Furthermore, I have also had
an altercation with several of the scooters being used on pavements, more worryingly by those I deemed to be above the drink driving limit and a very strong
smell of alcohol on their breath. I decided to write this email after an incident a few evenings ago in the vicinity of Giddy Bridge and the Cenotaph area of the
City, where a Scooter drove off the pavement at a very quick speed into the path of my car; luckily I was able to brake before a serious accident occurred.

I would like to reiterate that they are a good idea, and hopefully these are just teething issues that need to be dealt with, as a matter of urgency. I would like to
know what the Council is doing with regards to this pilot programme, and if further measures are being put in place to make them safer for both riders and the
wider public. I look forward to hearing back from you in due course.

19 I have really been enjoying using the Voi scooters and as a staff member of the University of Southampton, I was pleased to see that there is a parking zone on
campus which makes it super convenient for me having another parking zone near my house.

I do however not feel 100% safe using them on the road, particularly the route to Highfield campus. When we return from working from home, I would not make
the choice to use the Voi scooters to commute (from St James’ park in Upper Shirley). In my opinion, they would even cause an annoyance and hold up traffic
when travelling down Winchester Road (from the Hill Lane/Sainsbury’s roundabout).

I heard a rumour that there was talks about opening up usage on the Common, where I would feel/be much safer. I would become an everyday user if this were
the case. Cyclists travel much faster and are allowed on the main paths so I don’t see that it makes any difference.

I hope you can update me on this or signpost me to where I can keep an eye on the evolving situation of “no Voi” zones.

20 I have seen in the press the trial of rentable e-scooters will start this week in Southampton.  I would kindly request the Council pause these trials
please. There are many ongoing trials and we believe no more should be started due to the serious and unresolved safety concerns  emerging
from them. We believe it is better to wait and focus on ensuring vulnerable pedestrians have a clear and safe accessible routes to be able to
walk and use their mobility aids without being put in danger with rentable e-scooter users riding on and leaving them on the
pavements.  Pavement safety and accessibility is critically important at any time and especially during a pandemic for the health, wellbeing,



safety and accessibility for all pedestrians.  The country is about to come out from lockdown and it is unfair to expect vulnerable pedestrians to
have to deal with this new form of transport, which are often being left on and ridden on pavements and public spaces, which is simply unsafe for
vulnerable pedestrians.

The NFBUK have attached evidence on the serious dangers posed to vulnerable pedestrians, which include blind, partially sighted, deaf-blind,
elderly and disabled people, people using mobility aids, and parents with young children, as well as all other pedestrians from the rentable e-
scooters trials in UK. This includes riders using e-scooters on pavements, on pedestrian crossings and in pedestrian only zones. Riders have
been witnessed riding at people, expecting for them to move out of the way, which blind and partially sighted people can not do. This report by
ITV explains the problems in Northampton. This evidence follows on from the NFBUK submission to the Department for Transport and to  the
Transport Select Committee, which recommended not to trial rentable e-scooters ('No Time To Trial E-Scooters’).

Anti-social behaviour is being reported in many of the trial areas, for example Bournemouth, Newcastle, Slough, children have been reported as
running rampant with rentable e-scooters. In Northampton  I witnessed e-scooter riders pulling wheelies behind pedestrians and young
children are still being witnessed riding them, even though the trial has been ongoing since the start of September 2020.  There have been two
serious accidents involving rentable e-scooters in Gloucester and in Milton Keynes that have been reported in the press.

No amount of discussions, committees or meetings will fundamentally change how dangerous these machines are in the hands of the riders who
will be the ultimate ones responsible for the safety of themselves, vulnerable pedestrians, pedestrians and cyclists.  From what has been
observed we have absolutely no confidence that the riders or pedestrian safety can be safeguarded with these machines.  Pedestrian safety and
accessibility has to be put first. Coventry stopped the e-scooter trials and Copenhagen have taken them off their
streets.  Both Luton and Winchester have decided not to take part in the trials.  The NFBUK are aware of 18 places in the USA that have banned
rentable e-scooters (Section 2 of the attached evidence).  Even if the e-scooters are docked off the pavements, this will not resolve the unsafe
rider behaviour. It is clear these machines will be ridden on pavements, public space and on controlled pedestrian crossings as detailed in the
attached evidence document.

I would sincerely ask you to investigate the insurance implications for the riders of the e-scooters if they are injured. Following a equality forum
meeting last week for the trials in Bristol, Bath and South Gloucester, where VOI was present, it was made clear that the maximum the insurance
cover for a rider was £45,000 from VOI. This figure is very small given the potential serious and life changing injuries a rider could get from being
injured using one of these machines. I would like to ask you if the riders would then be open to take legal action over the council for allowing their
use, due to a lack of adequate insurance cover. I am not sure many people will be aware of this and would be under the impression that they are
covered by adequate insurance.

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__www.itv.com_news_anglia_2020-2D09-2D29_fears-2Dfor-2Dblind-2Dcommunity-2Dover-2Dirresponsible-2De-2Dscooter-2Duse%26d%3DDwMFaQ%26c%3DpbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs%26r%3DKd5C7Hjm9YwWDyfHi_Zpn9qpL5ZXRXiFJuvxmIn4uo6TZgEAI58srXBwo0qYG4G9%26m%3D_poHvFdhzTsYdXU8AbfQro6D1R2bzFuSpz4PiD8wLWQ%26s%3DNMel1cmoe-MLBR32WVFgXlWd1TNlRSCbM4qVAqe4Fos%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cdaniel.selby%40balfourbeatty.com%7C67e7d71ac7c543e6260b08d8e7f1c5ca%7Ca04222fe0c5c40bb842097a219ba514e%7C0%7C0%7C637514373373781079%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=3SIAHVLddBNR%2BtvMXpB4qjrHHj%2BuO0FAH%2BRLXZcfUPw%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__www.nfbuk.org_campaign_e-2Dscooters_%26d%3DDwMFaQ%26c%3DpbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs%26r%3DKd5C7Hjm9YwWDyfHi_Zpn9qpL5ZXRXiFJuvxmIn4uo6TZgEAI58srXBwo0qYG4G9%26m%3D_poHvFdhzTsYdXU8AbfQro6D1R2bzFuSpz4PiD8wLWQ%26s%3DzZRxc_AzfESyk5_aUeTQ0WCeZn5wCYkeGYXSUTfzgq8%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cdaniel.selby%40balfourbeatty.com%7C67e7d71ac7c543e6260b08d8e7f1c5ca%7Ca04222fe0c5c40bb842097a219ba514e%7C0%7C0%7C637514373373791035%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=EEA%2BOc0y72lkUI5c79NjpyKzSuZSRkIQK1sTtrgy%2FF4%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__www.bournemouthecho.co.uk_news_19145750.letter-2D-2D-2Dsomeone-2Dwill-2Dget-2Dseriously-2Dhurt-2Dreckless-2De-2Dscooter-2Driders_%26d%3DDwMFaQ%26c%3DpbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs%26r%3DKd5C7Hjm9YwWDyfHi_Zpn9qpL5ZXRXiFJuvxmIn4uo6TZgEAI58srXBwo0qYG4G9%26m%3D_poHvFdhzTsYdXU8AbfQro6D1R2bzFuSpz4PiD8wLWQ%26s%3DssparbMGqD3R47imSMePaTE84mv8qS3YLFQSBDzQr5Y%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cdaniel.selby%40balfourbeatty.com%7C67e7d71ac7c543e6260b08d8e7f1c5ca%7Ca04222fe0c5c40bb842097a219ba514e%7C0%7C0%7C637514373373791035%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=52nwZGrnmVrDs4wZonbDKphhwkiuPLJ%2B1B4arjJ2P6Q%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__www.chroniclelive.co.uk_news_north-2Deast-2Dnews_escooters-2Dthrough-2Dred-2Dlights-2Dnewcastle-2D19987742%26d%3DDwMFaQ%26c%3DpbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs%26r%3DKd5C7Hjm9YwWDyfHi_Zpn9qpL5ZXRXiFJuvxmIn4uo6TZgEAI58srXBwo0qYG4G9%26m%3D_poHvFdhzTsYdXU8AbfQro6D1R2bzFuSpz4PiD8wLWQ%26s%3DzU61X72mqlQOHDG09hSwF0NHIbBgEYpbb2MlAzZlIVw%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cdaniel.selby%40balfourbeatty.com%7C67e7d71ac7c543e6260b08d8e7f1c5ca%7Ca04222fe0c5c40bb842097a219ba514e%7C0%7C0%7C637514373373791035%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=HiL2MKgnAvgcsVqkKIZ3nVUx8T%2F4gcu6t%2F8L5ogWuYU%3D&reserved=0
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During the Equality meeting for the Bristol, Bath and South Gloucester trials, even though assurances that physical docking stations would be
deployed in previous meetings, none had yet to be deployed in these areas. Concerns had already been raised that VOI had said that only 10-
15% of the parking hubs would have physical docking stations, which was stated that this was simply not good enough and this was not safe for
vulnerable pedestrians. It is distressing that this issue has not been resolved and is very worrying that VOI on the same day was reported in the
press that the Southampton new trial will get parking racks on twitter by Transport Xtra. Appendix D in the attached document contains evidence
to illustrate how e-scooters are being left in unsafe locations in Bristol and Bath.

Could you please let me know how many physical docking stations your trial will have and how many will be on the ground if the trial is started
this week please? It must be stressed that vinyl markings / painted parking areas are not acceptable as blind people cannot see these markings.
No e-scooters should be allowed to parked on any pavement or public spaces, this is unsafe for vulnerable pedestrians.

Pedestrians need space to walk and use mobility aids to ensure active mobility, adding e-scooters to this mix will not allow this to happen. We
would therefore sincerely ask you to pause the start of the trials and wait until the others have finished, before considering to trial these in your
area please. We hope this evidence will give you the confidence to pause the trials please.

Supporting evidence in Appendix 7

21 Teaching my daughter to cross the road when the green man shows,
We were crossing by coop bottom of Southampton high street (Red Funnel end) my daughter pressed the button and when the green man
showed we crossed, half way across 2 scooters came flying up from the left, narrowly missing me and my daughter. Had I not pulled her into me
she would most definitely been hit. A driver of a car also witnessed this.
Absolutely ridiculous these things are allowed but yet the riders will not suffer any consequences if they they not abide by the rules of the road. If
that had been a car I would have taken the number plate and reported to the police.

22 There has recently been a notice of intent to install a scooter parking rack on the corner of swift and Weston Grove Road. As a local resident and
keen cyclist I am fully supportive of the trial as there is a real need to reduce traffic and pollution in Southampton.
However I do have concerns about the sitting of this Docking Station. I live at 58 weston Grove Rd and there has been a number of anti social
occurrences at this corner over the last few years as well as a number of traffic incidents. Currently working from home overlooking the junction
there are daily incidents of horns and near misses due to people driving along Weston Grove Road and getting annoyed when people exit swift
road due to speeds and visibility. It is one I am always wary on when on bike and I would have real safety concerns on safety of scooter users.
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https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__twitter.com_transportxtra_status_1369284207936147458-3Fs-3D21%26d%3DDwMFaQ%26c%3DpbUzoxRZCRvayVvkYvkiMO6u1jPMdBrTZxWyx_2PsKs%26r%3DKd5C7Hjm9YwWDyfHi_Zpn9qpL5ZXRXiFJuvxmIn4uo6TZgEAI58srXBwo0qYG4G9%26m%3D_poHvFdhzTsYdXU8AbfQro6D1R2bzFuSpz4PiD8wLWQ%26s%3DmQxVGU5BDeXGFRm9YSupeJXCJiYb9TgvYsFA-kS2w2E%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cdaniel.selby%40balfourbeatty.com%7C67e7d71ac7c543e6260b08d8e7f1c5ca%7Ca04222fe0c5c40bb842097a219ba514e%7C0%7C0%7C637514373373850774%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=1WCF1TzEUBWI9SniWIL55N%2BXQqecg4tejHEdLfxKobo%3D&reserved=0


I would also question the decision to install the one here outside residential properties when the majority are installed outside shops or
communal areas. There are currently stations at the sailing club and lidl a short walk away. There might also be an argument for one at the
community centre or some on weston Lane?
I would be interested to hear the reasoning for a station here and intended audience rather than it just being an large space of tarmac from
previous junction improvements to safety.

23 I don’t know if this is the correct place to report but the new E scooter hire is dangerous. I’ve seen people swerving in and out of traffic,up and
down the pavement,nearly hitting pedestrians. Honestly I thought it was a good idea to start off with but I’ve just nearly had a collision with a
young girl on one who swerved in front of me with no warning from a different direction she then turned left with no indication and any other road
user could have hit her easily. She continued to weave in front of traffic and found it amusing and I don’t think one person is to blame for it the
majority of people using them are young inexperienced and some even sharing one scooter to two people. I’ve seen other road users have
issues with them and nearly collide with people on them so I know a common occurrence.
Please please please consider getting rid of these, They are a danger and it’s not long before someone gets injured or even killed at this rate. If
they decide to keep these I think a full uk license, insurance and more strict safety rules should be in place because this is ridiculous.

24 I am writing with regards to the e-scooter point at the end of Dundonald Close in Woolston. I have spoken to a number of residents in Dundonald
close who have expressed their objection to the location of the docking station being in such close proximity to the close and unfortunately some
anti social behaviour which has come along with it.
I have requested the residents concerned log their objections individually to ensure their voices are heard in the matter but I would like to add
mine to this. Whilst I am not against the E-Scooter pilot and I believe many of them have been placed wisely to capitalise on use, this particular
one is likely to cause issues being so close to residential housing. I would be grateful if you could consider this and in the process of reviewing
the sites where they are based perhaps move the location of this one which would address the concerns of the local residents.
Please do get in touch if you would like any additional information

25 Can you please supply the evidence that every hirer of an e scooter in the Southampton area is following the rules and regulations required to
hire such vehicles?
From my own experience, it is evident that they are not being followed in that riders under the age of 18 have been seen on them. Where is the
evidence that a hirer is uploading their driving licence before hiring the e scooter as it appears that some are bypassing the system? I am right in
thinking that each rider needs to have appropriate personal accident insurance as well?
Also, the majority of riders are not wearing helmets as advised. In addition, parents have been observed with their children on the e scooters as
passengers.



Lastly, it is also evident that a number of riders are not following the highway code and riding these in a dangerous manner, not only to
themselves but to other road users and pedestrians. I think that a number of people within the city would rather that these were not in use unless
they tightly regulated, which they evidently are not at the moment.
On a separate issue, there are numerous privately owned e scooters now being used in the Southampton area, particularly by schoolchildren,
which are far more dangerous due to their higher speed, but also because they are being ridden in an unsafe manner on the roads and
pavements. Do you think that the scheme run by the Council is encouraging the use of private e scooters as the users think that it is now legal?

26 Will you introduce number plates for e Scooters so that riders who weave between pedestrians on pavements can be identified. The trial starting
today in 6 London Boroughs does include number plates on scooters. This is becoming a serious safety issue and the Southampton guidance
merely advises against pavement use for these scooters. The advice needs to be stronger than that with adequate enforcement for persistent
offenders

27 While I understand the benefits of e scooters I am seriously concerned about safety.

So far I have found that they are frequently driven on pavements, not one person has a helmet on and I have even seen them used for Deliveroo
deliveries.

The Voi ones do seem a bit better managed and I have signed up to see what they teach people and I do think they try to encourage rod safety. I
have however seen Voi scooters being raced up Portswood high street and 2 guys zooming up one pavement jumping off with barely looking
and racing across diagonally across the road to the other pavement, just missing vehicles.

None Voi scooters are even worse. I just watched 1 chap drive on pavement down Portswood high street, then move on to the road continuing
south and then when faced with a red light at the junction (by subway and Waitrose) cut across the waiting traffic over the northbound lane and
onto the opposite pavement, just in front of a turning bus. I saw him a few minutes later where he had was then crossing the A33 and into the
common but not at the safe lights 30m further down, but right across the carriageway where there are 3 lanes and lots of cars turning. I am sorry
it is just so very dangerous ans we are going to have fatalities.

Bicycles have clear places to cross and move safely and cycle helmets. Why don’t scooters. They travel at a similar speed and require you to
overtake just as carefully.
They definitely have benefits but there needs to be more checking on behaviour and using cctv maybe to prosecute dangerous users. They are
putting themselves, pedestrians and other road users at great risk. They may say it’s their own risk but not if you were the driver that unavoidably
hit them or worse hit some else while trying to avoid them.



This needs more thought.

28 I am writing to ask to receive feedback on the electric scooter trial.

I'm worried about their use in Southampton. I know they are a good way for environmentally friendly travel but would like to know how they are
going to be regulated?

Before the trial started, I once saw a group of 6 teenagers on private electric scooters along the pavement and two separate police cars passed
them in different directions without acknowledging them. I don't understand why they were not pulled over and fined, the officers in the car did
not even give them a glance.

I've witnessed so much misuse of these scooters, including someone come flying around a corner on the pavement and almost hitting a woman's
dogs, which would've killed them. What if they hit a child, an elderly person, or someone hard of hearing or with a sight impairment? I have
almost been hit at one travelling at great speeds. I know the scooter in the trial is limited to 10mph but most people I see are on private owned,
and either way all ride on the pavement. However, even being hit at 10mph would be enough to cause damage, especially to an elderly person. I
also saw someone riding an electric scooter in the bike lane riding down the wrong side of the road in the way of oncoming bicycles.

Why is there no regulation of the scooters? Their danger massively outweighs the benefits as it is only a matter of time before people are getting
hurt by something that can move fast travelling along the pavement. People will never stop riding them on the paths as there is no enforcement
of the rules, as mentioned above. Every time I walk in Southampton now I am constantly dodging people fly along the path with no regard for
anyone but themselves. If people could use them correctly and the police regulated it, they could be an asset, but as they stand they are
dangerous.

I have just read a debate on Facebook from another part of the UK where someone's son got hit by a car while riding an electric scooter, asking
who was in the wrong. How would this be dealt with, as he was riding it illegally as a private owned scooter?

29 Following on from my previous concerns copied below, I am disappointed not to have received any correspondence, information, updates from
you and am aware that a Docking Station is now in operation nearby the Southampton Sailing Club.



Meanwhile, while walking along the pavement of Victoria Road in Woolston this week, a motorised scooter (not Voi) with two youngsters
onboard passed me by, travelling in the opposite direction and seemingly oblivious to the fact that this use is illegal.
Do we not have any Community Patrol Officers on the streets these days?

Also, while driving back along Jurds Lake Way, I passed two individual Voi scooters 'driven' by riders not wearing any head protection. It was
early evening and the scooters were not highly visible next to the tree line.
Why are these potentially lethal devices needed and just who is monitoring their use?

30 I have some feedback about the eScootrer trial - specifically about the areas of the city that are marked as ’no ride’ zones.

Firstly, the Common: I think it’s shortsighted to ban the scooters entirely from the Common. The principal east-west path through the Common
(from Highfield Road to Bellemoor Road) is an important artery for cyclists and could be for scooter riders, too. Provided that scooter riders follow
the same rules as cyclists, why can they not use this route?

Secondly, dangerous roads: I was driving southbound on Thomas Lewis Way last week when we came upon two people riding eScooters down
the road. I was somewhat astonished to discover that TLW isn’t a no-ride zone. While it is legally a ‘mere’ A-road, it is an entirely inappropriate
road for such slow and erratically-moving vehicles to be used. (It’s bad enough when cyclists try it!). Unfortunately, as long as motorists treat the
road as though it has four lanes, I can’t see how anyone can consider it safe for cyclists or escooter riders. I have similar reservations about the
50mph section of Treboura Way.

On a related point, many people are concerned about the way these scooters are being used: frequently on the pavement, with tandem riders or
riders clearly too young to have a license. I found details for reporting misuse of the scooters on your website, but it took some searching to find.
I think it would be wise to improve the promotion/awareness among the general public of the regualations that apply to the use of these scooters
and how to report misuse when it’s observed.

31 I would just like to provide some feedback on the ongoing e-scooter trial in Southampton.

I have seen many scooters in use and would like to say I have observed less than a handful actually used on the road, and only 2 people wear
helmets. On top of that I have experienced near misses with scooters both as a driver and a cyclist, in both situations if I hadn't taken avoidance
action there would have been an accident.



As much as I am all for car free travel (speaking as an avid cyclist) this feels like a situation that will end either with pedestrians being harmed
whilst walking on the pavement (scooters go far too fast especially round corners), or scooter riders on the road (when I have seen them they
have been wobbling around avoiding the potholes/street furniture and without helmets on).

Just as with cyclists, this city needs dedicated lanes for cars, cyclists/scooters and pedestrians, allowing all to go about their business. I look
forward to seeing the city continue to move towards a better sustainable transport network safe for all. However, in the meantime it feels like
more needs to be done to monitor and police the ongoing trial.

32 She has no access to the internet, but wanted to register her strong objection to the E-Scooter point that has been put up on the corner of
Victoria Road.
She says once it has e-scooters in it, they will block the pavement and force pedestrians into the road.
She is also worried that people will ride the e-scooters around her Close and be dangerous to pedestrians generally. She says there is already
problems with pedestrians and cyclists using the Weston Shore path and e-scooters will make this situation worse.

33 I'd like to provide feedback on the Escooters Trial currently in progress.

Whilst I'm a big fan of sustainable travel and cycle on a daily basis as a means of travel, I don't consider Escooters should be permitted at the
end of the trial for the following reasons:

1 I've frequently seen the hire scooters ridden at speed on narrow pavements, where they pose a serious risk to elderly and disabled
pedestrians, who cannot react to their presence.

2. These scooters have small wheels. The condition of the roads and pavements is simply not good enough to avoid serious risk of injury from
riders hitting obstructions, possibly then being run over by motor vehicles.

3. Riders are frequently going from footway to carriageway and back, not obeying the requirements of the Highway Code. The rules of the road
should apply to all road users. Scooters don't fall into the category of either footway use or carriageway use. This confused status is likely to
dilute the compliance of all road users without effective enforcement. That enforcement is inadequate abnd ineffective.



4. The scooters are often left strewn across the footway, restricting the footway width and posing a hazard.

34 These are now out of control, being added to daily, encouraging the use of privately owned illegal models and causing nuisance with two-up,
pavement and similar anti-social riding.
Please also note that no licence is needed on the official units, anything that looks like one will suffice. Try registering in the app, most of the
checks they say are invoked are not. The one image is last nights ‘dumping’ by students returning drunk from the town

35 Sorry to trouble you but the time has come to voice my opinion on the increase in E scooters They are a total menace the way they speed
silently on the footpath Yesterday I was walking along a quiet residential area when two young girls came at me “ringing a bell “ I turned round
only to have to dive
in the road asthey hurtled by
I am nearly 69 years old and I am confident somebody not necessarily my own age will get seriously hurt and I would urge you to reconsider this
flawed experiment before it’s too late

36 I would like to raise a complaint regarding the electric scooters scattered around the city in an effort to make Southampton greener and make
people use their cars less. I happen to live in an area where there are 3 scooter stands so I have first hand sight of how these scooters are used,
or should I say miss-used.
Firstly, they are used only by teenagers and children who do not drive cars, therefore the effort to make adults get off their cars and use the
scooters clearly has failed.
Secondly, the people who use them scooters clearly do not know the highway code and the road rules, and lack common sense. I have
witnessed on several occasions how the traffic lights flash red, so all cars stop in order for another flow of traffic to start, but the children using
the scooters do NOT stop at red lights and swoosh within traffic causing dangerous situations for themselves and the cars. It is only a matter of
time before an accident happens and the poor car driver will take the fall because the 13-14-year-old on the scooter cannot be held
accountable for a traffic accident.
I have also seen how the children using the scooters do not stop for zebra crossings. Just
yesterday two cars stopped for two women and their toddlers to be able to cross on a zebra crossing; a teenage boy who looked no older than
15 drove right in front of the crossing people and nearly hit one of the toddlers. People started shouting after him and he gave us all the
finger.
Another incident I have seen recently is when 3 girls were trying to ride one of the scooters, they all looked about 11-12 years old and found it
hilarious when they drove the scooter against the flow of traffic on a very busy one way road. They then lost balance and fell. Thank God it
happened when they got on the sidewalk because if they had fallen on the road, they would have definitely been killed or severally injured.



Another issue is that these scooters do not have any form of pedestrian warning that they are coming, ie. no bells! I cannot count the amount of
times I have gone on the sidewalk to get a scooter drive pass me literally cantementers away. Or the amount of times I have been shouted
abuse by these young kids because I was "in their way" although the sidewalks are for pedestrians, not bikes or scooters.
Clearly these children don't care so I believe the Council needs to get involved and either ban the use of these scooters by anyone who does
not have a driver's licence or anyone who is below 18. If anyone below this age is caught using them, then their parents should be fined.
Instead of putting these dangerous and frankly, annoying scooters in the hands of children, why not make the bus routes better and the
busses more reliable. That would definitely get people to stop using their cars.
I know you won't do anything about this complaint and would not uphold it but I wanted to send it anyway to make you aware of the issues
regular people, who have voted for you and who pay their council tax, go through daily because of an idea which is clearly backfiring.

37 I'm just writing to raise my concern about the increase in the use of e-scooters by underage people - specifically, young people of secondary
school age (and a few even of primary school age, with parents sitting and watching them). Today, for instance, there were three students in St
Anne's uniform who seemed from a distance to be in year 8 or 9, judging by their age. This was some time between 4:45pm and 4:55pm today,
around St Mary's Place / Houndwell Place, on the road and pavement.

It's the first time I've seen any teenagers actually in uniform on them, but I know for a fact around that area I see teenagers on them quite
regularly. I would appreciate it if concerns could be passed on to schools in the area to raise the legal concerns and the very high health and
safety concerns of their use by underage people and people without a licence.

38 Please can I ask how children as young as 12 years of age are riding the voi e-scooters around Woolston and Weston?

I have seen numerous times under age riders using these scooters and riders cutting through the closes on Wsterside Park and using pavemts.
My elderly mother was almost hit by a rider on the pavement!

Only today 22/6
21, my husband and I watched a teenager riding the voi scooter visibly smoking drugs along Weston Lane!
This shows that this scheme is not being closely monitored. It is just matter of time before a serious accident happens!

39 You have already had the exact location which I will give again for the ABANDONED scooter been here for 24hrs now...



st aubins ave Sholing Southampton Hampshire So19 8nwt’s also nearer to 66 who is and elderly resident with dementure who has tried to move
it further to my address

Code is 2KZP

On the pavement stopping people walking

It’s not just the noise these things are a pest to society for their littering and anti social behaviour no insurance the list is endless . Theses are
most definitely not travel friendly they are a nuisance

I do hope you will be taking action against the rider renter for anti social behaviour and littering.

Please remove this as matter of urgency

I honestly don’t know how theses pesky scooters have been given permission in Southampton

You have already been sent the four digit code and the pictures and location but all attached again

Please remove as matter of urgency and this has been notified to the council as fly tipping abandon vehicle

I'm just writing to raise my concern about the increase in the use of e-scooters by underage people - specifically, young people of secondary
school age (and a few even of primary school age, with parents sitting and watching them). Today, for instance, there were three students in St
Anne's uniform who seemed from a distance to be in year 8 or 9, judging by their age. This was some time between 4:45pm and 4:55pm today,
around St Mary's Place / Houndwell Place, on the road and pavement.

It's the first time I've seen any teenagers actually in uniform on them, but I know for a fact around that area I see teenagers on them quite
regularly. I would appreciate it if concerns could be passed on to schools in the area to raise the legal concerns and the very high health and
safety concerns of their use by underage people and people without a licence.



40 Given the lovely weather this weekend I thought I’d give the Southampton scooter hire scheme a go to get about. I have to say it’s a very good
scheme, the app is easy to use and with the good cycling infrastructure between Milbrook and the City Centre it provides efficient and quick
travel.

I think it would benefit from a few more parking areas in Milbrook, particularly around Wimpson lane south or Milbrook roundabout. But otherwise
it’s a very good idea and I hope the remainder of the trial goes well

41 Hi. I saw this email address on an article about giving feedback about the scooter hire scheme. I’d like to say that my experience using the
service was 10/10 amazing. It was great fun to use and the voi learning website is very informative. I think that there should be more public
information advertisements to show that using a private electric scooter on roads and pavements is currently illegal. Many people are assuming
that all incidents are part of this scheme when actually there is a greater majority of incidents on the road that we’re caused by an illegal private
scooter.
In addition I think that the licence plate on the scooter should be a little bit bigger (similar to one on a moped). That way it would be easier to see
the registration in the event of needing to report an incident.

I hope that my positive feedback will be taken into account when it is time to extend the scheme or make it permanent.

42 hi there, you have installed Voi e scooters right outside the windows of my front room and bedroom. Due to the bells being able to be rung when
on the stations this is causing her alarming stress thought out the day from 8am till 10pm and even being woke up on my days off this is making
her mental health worse. I have tried complaining to the company but they did not seem to interested in finding a way to resolve the problem. So
i am now taking it higher to hopefully find a resolution to this problem i think this is unacceptable the positioning of these scooters right outside
her house I hope that you can come up with a solution to this as soon as possible before this causes anymore unnecessary stress i hope that i
dont have to take this further

43 I would like to raise my concerns regarding the use of VOI scooters in Southampton as I have witnessed first-hand their misuse.

I am not sure if this is your area, but we had two incidents of scooter misuse tonight at 9.50pm 19th June 2021

One with a Deliveroo rider T749 riding at speed on our upper terrace area WQS with customers narrowly missed he ignored requests to stop, it
took security to stand in front of him to have a word. Please can you confirm if the scooters can be used by Deliveroo for commercial use?



Another with a male riding E9TX towards security then later skidding up and down in front of restaurant entrances this all took place on our upper
terrace area.

We have requested for these scooters not to work on our property, but we are still experiencing issues with near missus.

Please can you advise if Deliveroo can use them as these guys are always in a hurry and a great risk to the public.

44 I work in procurement (temping from Southampton university) at the Hampshire & IOW Saliva Mass Testing Programme, based in the Chilworth
Science Park.
I normally cycle to work myself, but there is a shortage of car parking space for NHS staff and we are also trying to arrange a park and ride
facility because busses are infrequent or poorly timed.

I thought it would be a great idea if the current VOI scooter range could be extended to include the Science Park. I believe it would be very
popular and well used, especially if we had a couple of scooter docks in the park.
This would take more commuting cars off the road and make more NHS staff happy.

45 I am writing to you like I imagine many others have to illuminate the issues these voi scooters are creating.

On numerous occasions I have witnessed near misses whether that be a car hitting a scooter because they've appeared from nowhere, a
scooter nearly hitting a pedestrian because they are being ridden on the pavement or a scooter hitting the rear of vehicle because the vehicle
has rightly stopped at a red light and the rider has not been paying attention.

As for the rule that you have to hold a full or provisional driving licence. What rule? I've seen 14-15 year olds riding around on them at 9 o'clock
at night.

Also there has been multiple times I have witnessed the scooters being ridden by two occupants, or being ridden 4 a breast across the road.

Ultimately I find the scooters a complete menace to pedestrians and other road users and feel that something needs to be done.



46 One of my colleagues made contact recently about having a geo fencing added round Westquay shopping centre so that we do have users of
the Voi Scooters racing through the site – over the last few days we have found that the new limits are not working and we still have users
traveling at speed through the pedestrian areas – we have spoken o to as many as we can and requested that they dismount whilst on site.

47 I wish to inform you of an incident with an e-scooter.
I was walking my 2 dogs down Winchester road on the pavement as I do every early evening. Yesterday, without any sound or warning a shout
from just behind me ‘Get out the f***ing way’. In blind panic, I stepped out into the main road as I had no where else to go and pulled the leads of
the dogs towards me. The scooter which couldn’t avoid a collision at this point, hit one of the dogs and accelerated away swearing at me.
The dog was howling in pain and distress and I was left dumbfounded and extremely upset. I had to phone my husband to come and get us with
the car and due to the vet being closed, had to go to an emergency vet.
I had to fork out £150.00 for the visit and now dread our walk. I am relieved to report that the dog only sustained minor injuries - this time.
In the short time that these scooters have been let loose, I have had 2 near misses whilst driving and then a hit whilst walking.
There are numerous issues with these scooters:
Scooters seem to think that pavements are theirs and the one that hit me must have been doing at least 20mph, never mind the offensive
language and behaviour.
they have no training on using these vehicles,
there is no way to avoid them, or even hear them whilst on the pavement
they are not adhering to traffic signals and just cut across you when you have a green light
there is no way of identifying the rider or reporting an individual
how many incidents are acceptable before there is a fatality?
I am not elderly or disabled, but I feel that these dangerous vehicles would put either of these 2 vulnerable groups off getting essential exercise.
Please, please withdraw this scheme with immediate effect.

48 I tried using the Voi scooter for the first time on Saturday morning and less than a quarter of a mile from my start location, whilst driving on the
road as per the law, I was overtaken by a car far too closely for my liking. This caused me to lose control and injure myself. I was not wearing a
helmet or other protective gear and thankfully I didn't sustain a head injury. I did however go the Urgent Treatment Clinic as the Royal South
Hants Hospital. The clinician that I saw explained that the scooters seem to be keeping them in work, as I was the 6th injury caused by them in a



week. I had to have my foot x-rayed to ensure I hadn't broken a toe and the X-ray technician said I was the 3rd person requiring x-rays in the last
week.

I sustained bad cuts to my fingers and a significant abrasion to my arm, but it was only 2 days after the incident when I was concerned about my
ribs which were still painful that I sought medical attention.

Whilst I appreciate that legally the scooter is treated as a motorbike and MUST be ridden on the road. I feel they are unsafe on, at least, some
roads in Southampton, which are narrower, where cars do not leave sufficient room when overtaking.

I would recommend the scooters being allowed to use cycle lanes and increase the network of cycle lanes around the city before considering
making the scooters a permanent feature of the city.

You should also reach out to the NHS to find out how many road accidents that they are required to deal with involve the scooters. It may also be
a good idea to reach out on Social Media etc to survey users who have had accidents but did not require medical attention.



49 I would like to register my frustration and complaint with e-scooters being used in Southampton.

 ·The majority of the scooters being used on the roads are not the hired Voi ones which as I understand it are the only ones allowed to be
used.

 ·The scooters are not being used in accordance with the rules set forth by Voi, the SCC or DVLA. They are used in the wrong areas, on
pavements, by people clearly not old enough to have a driving licence etc. I am yet to see a rider wearing a helmet, although many
cyclists also seem to welcome head injuries rather than protection too.

 ·The scooters are being ridden dangerously around children by teenagers. On Tuesday at our weekly Rainbow Guide meeting, three of
the Rainbows were nearly hit by two teenage girls on scooters who rode straight through the middle of our game of rounders.

 ·The attitude of the riders is horrendous. They make rude hand gestures and shout swear words. They also go through red lights, over
zebra crossings and generally anywhere they feel like it and get very angry and aggressive if you try to confront them.

I would also like to complain about the amount of illegal motorbikes on the roads in Southampton.
There is one in particular near me in Freemantle which is an off-road bike being used on roads. It has no number plate and therefore I presume,
no tax, MOT or insurance. This bike is ridden round the streets of Freemantle (very loudly) at all times of the day and night, quite often waking us
up, and at great speed. The speed limit on our road, Richmond Road is officially 30, but no locals ever do more than 20. This bike does at least
50 and I have often seen and heard cars have to brake suddenly to avoid him

50 I would like to ask a couple of questions about e-scooters.
1. I see them used on pavement many times and in parks for example The Common. I have not seen any action taken against them.  How is the
‘no pavement’ rule enforced?
2. I also see private e-scooters out on the roads and pavements. Again how is their use being discouraged?

51 I do not think that the trial should be continued past November.

I often see people riding Voi scooters on the pavements and I believe they are dangerous to pedestrians and pets.

I have also seen many illegal private scooters being used. I assume that some are being used incorrectly but a lot are aware of the laws but
choose to use them illegally.
I hope you take my feedback on board. Will there be the opportunity for other Southampton residents to feed back on the trial?



52 Can you please supply the evidence that every hirer of an e scooter in the Southampton area is following the rules and regulations required to
hire such vehicles?

From my own experience, it is evident that they are not being followed in that riders under the age of 18 have been seen on them. Where is the
evidence that a hirer is uploading their driving licence before hiring the e scooter as it appears that some are bypassing the system? I am right in
thinking that each rider needs to have appropriate personal accident insurance as well?

Also, the majority of riders are not wearing helmets as advised. In addition, parents have been observed with their children on the e scooters as
passengers.

Lastly, it is also evident that a number of riders are not following the highway code and riding these in a dangerous manner, not only to
themselves but to other road users and pedestrians. I think that a number of people within the city would rather that these were not in use unless
they tightly regulated, which they evidently are not at the moment.

On a separate issue, there are numerous privately owned e scooters now being used in the Southampton area, particularly by schoolchildren,
which are far more dangerous due to their higher speed, but also because they are being ridden in an unsafe manner on the roads and
pavements. Do you think that the scheme run by the Council is encouraging the use of private e scooters as the users think that it is now legal?

53 I am a resident of Hanley Road and regularly shop on Shirley High Street. Unfortunately there has been an increase in the number of e-scooters
being ridden carelessly since the arrival of the rental e-bikes in the city. Many of their users are clearly under age and sometimes riding two to a
scooter, also weaving in and out of pedestrians on the pavements. This was a problem in the past but now seems to be more of a problem and a
potential danger as the vehicles are silent so cannot be detected easily until they pass you by.
I am also puzzled as to how therse e-scooters can be made available for rental when the law does not even allow them to be used on roads or
pavements.

54 I rarely go into Southampton, however we drove in this evening for a meal and twice saw young lads on what looked like the orange e-scooters,
riding on the pavements, and they certainly did not look 18 years of age.
My understanding was that you have to have a licence to use these and they should not be used on the pavement as the speeds can be
dangerous on pavements

55 Since the scooters have been installed outside the shops on Windermere Avenue kids hang around the racks and ring the bells every day! This
noise goes on for hours multiple times a day and is immensely irritating to those living close by and to the shop owners.



56 as you must be aware it has its fair share of damage and crime related incidents. I was horrified to see a stand and electric Scooters erected
exactly opposite my home, and next to an elderly persons complex, on. such a busy main Road ,there appears to have been no notice or
communication with residents that it would be placed in this area.
I am over 80 my disabled husband is older and feel very threatened by the attention the stand and scooters are already causing among groups
of youngsters, this morning I contacted the police to report a possible theft of three of the scooters, what will ne next?

57 I write in objection to the proposed planning application for an E scooter charging/ docking bank on the pathway at the entrance to Beaulieu
close & Petworth gardens.
Whilst the location of the proposed bank of scooters in itself doesnt cause me or my family & local residents a problem, it is infact the intended
use by the younger population of these scooters that causes us major concerns.
We are already plagued by unlicensed motor bikes tearing down the congested roads by local youths with apparent disregard to local residents
health, safety & well being.
Beaulieu close & Petworth Gardens benefit from being cul-de-sac locations, so local motor vehicles respect the area & we get very few, if any
incidents with motor vehicle accidents.
There is a multi age range of families within the local area with young children playing on the pathways & quieter areas of the Lordswood estate
& senior citizens often walk to the local shops or travel the short distance to the local supermarket by bus or car.
The increased amount of footfall will present a greater risk of anti social behaviour from the younger members of society, that mainly use this
type of transport & could lead to increased possibilities of accidents & confrontations between users & residents.
I would also point out that the government guidelines offers a trace facility which the public can follow if they need to report any impropoer use of
such facility.
I would further point out that the government guideline asks for the registration number of the Escooter in question, but it is soo small on the
Escooter that it is virtually impossible to read, let alone if the Escooter is being driven away at speed.
I would also advise that there are numerous areas of green spaces locally, that are left for Conservation of the natural environment which are
already torn up on a regular basis by unlicensed motor bikes & we feel there will be an increased risk if the Escooters are ridden locally.
Many of the pathways around Lordswood aren't kept in good condition by the local authority with undergrowth blocking pathways & overhanging
tress hanging over pathways.
If someone on an Escooter was using the pathway then this would put foot traffic at increased risk.
The location of the Escooter bank is also adjacent to a major dual carriageway with direct access onto a road with a 40mph speed limit.
The local area of Lordswood is heavily populated with families & the local roads are clogged with motor vehicles which are often double parked
which already presents a problem with pedestrians & vehicle traffic alike.



Escooters speeding around the area are highly likely to be involved or the cause of increased accidents, putting additional strain on the local
Hospital.
The fact that these scooters are virtually silent using local roads & pathways will also present problem s for those that are hearing impaired & are
likely to cause additional accidents.
I have grown up & lived in the Lordswood area for almost all of my life & am very proud to be a resident & whilst I am all in favour of new
innovations & progress, this is a step too far & will simply not provide any benefit to the local residents & simply be a draw to local youths to hang
around & hassle the local residents causing misery & upset to a fantastic area with the majority of residents proud to live here.
I hope you will take my comments into consideration regarding this planning application.
I would finally point out that the email address provided on the application posted on the adjacent lamp post has been written in ink that has
simply washed off in the rain, so it cant be read.
This may be in breach of the actual application with regard to residents right to object.

58 I am writing on behalf of all the residents in Beaulieu Close and Petworth Gardens to strongly object to the proposal of putting an e scooter bay
on Woburn Rd. These contraptions are a death trap and are a public nuisance.
We all do not consent to this proposal as we have no students in our area and all the parents I have spoken to would never consider letting their
children anywhere near these contraptions. This is not how we would like tax payers money to be spent. Moreover, the users of these e scooters
are quite irresponsible and are a danger to drivers and pedestrians alike. They do not respect personal space and speed by quite closely to
pedestrians. I have an invisible disability and find these contraptions quite threatening so much so I am using my car evermore for my mental
health and wellbeing. It is a health and safety problem if I ever saw one.
Furthermore, the notice that was stuck on one lamp-post at the entrance of Woburn Rd was almost not visible and some of the important
information had washed away because it had not been typed but written with a pen, not even a ballpoint, as this would not have washed away. I
am surprised that the City Council and the Legal and Business Operations do not know these basic things. I work for the NHS and not using ink
or gel pens on documents that can get wet have been basic practice for years.
Once again I would like to reiterate that we the residents do not give consent for this project.

59 It’sa great idea I use a lot keep the scheme running and allow people to use private scooters.

60 I would like to find out if we are going to have the e scooters in Calmore to Totton or Rushington please?



61 I am contacting you in regards to the Voi E scooters. As a regular user i support this type of transport which is saving alot of o2 emissions. And is
a cheap alternative to the bus. I use the scooters maybe 5 times a day for 7 day's of the week to travel to and from work.

I would really like this opportunity to continue as I love the freedom. And being able to collect Voi credits for wearing a helmet and taking a test.
It's fantastic!!. 😁 if I could give it a score out of 10 then it would be a good 8

62 Can someone explain to me how Voi. scooters can justify that they are encouraging people to break the law and not be law abiding,as I
understand from the police that they should only be used on private land!!

63  would like to raise objections to the proposal to site a scooter docking facility at the corner of Luccombe Road and Luccombe Place.

The objections fall into 3 categories:
1. Who is it supposed to be serving in this location (need?)
2. It is an unsafe location for riders
3. Unsocial hours noise in a residential area

1. The Need - It is unclear why this location has been chosen. Who exactly would be picking up or dropping off a scooter here? The average age
of residents in this area is well above the target age group for this initiative. And it is not a pedestrian thoroughfare. If taxpayer money is involved,
I’d prefer it invested in a location where the scooters will be used and creates a successful programme.

2. Unsafe location - Luccombe Road is a busy cut through between Hill Lane/Bellmore Road and Winchester Road. Cars regularly speed up and
down Luccombe Road and additionally is used by school buses. Adding scooters to a location in the middle of this stretch of road with no other
traffic calming measures in place is risky and needlessly puts scooter users lives at risk as they join/exit traffic at this point. Moving it to the other
end of Luccombe Place at the corner with Shanklin Road would at least be a much safer option due to the quieter road traffic on Shanklin Road.
Additionally, there is no drop kerb at this location. How are riders supposed to safely enter/exit traffic without needing to stop whilst on the road to
lift the scooter onto the pavement?

3. Unsocial Hours noise - This is a residential area. Citing a ‘meeting point’ for pickup and drop off of scooters accessible at all hours is not
appropriate unless sited in a quieter location not immediately in front of people’s houses. Like point 1 - surely this choice of location is better
suited to a pedestrian thoroughfare location. What guarantees is the council making to ensure the use of this docking service in unsocial hours
does not disturb residents?

In summary I can’t help but feel someone sitting in an office thought this would be easy simply because they looked on a map and spotted a



large corner pavement with space to put a dock. There appears to be no consideration of need at this location, road traffic/rider safety and
residents rights to quiet in unsocial hours.

Please can you address these issues.

64 Hi there, I’m thinking of purchasing an electric scooter having used the hire scheme recently on trial here in my area.

With this in mind I would be very interested in both the outcome of the trial in November and the confusing law around the use of personal
escooters.

65 E Scooters are dangerous rider's have no helmets .
Treat roads and pavements like there own race track if one strikes my car the person will be hurt and no doubt would have to repair my vehicle at
my expense .I pay dearly to use our sub standard roads in Southampton By Road tax ect yet watch up to two persons wobbling around
Using these scooters for fun.
But no doubting you that praise them with not listen
Until there's a fatality.

66 Not sure why my neighbour has copied me in on this as I completely disagree! Please site any scooters as close as you like to our houses. Every
car journey avoided is one step closer to preserving the planet for our children and grandchildren.

67 Notice has been given that e scooters will be located at the junction of Glen Eyre Drive /Parkway/ Glenwood Avenue. This is ridiculous! The
reasons why.
1 The residents in the detached homes are all mainly pensioners and mature business people.
2 The residents in the flats are nearly all mature working people with cars, or bicycles. Also many joggers(who will not be interested in these
vehicles).
3 The hills in Glenwood and Glen Eyre Drive are treacherous in winter due to ice and impossible to traffic unless you have 4 wheel drive
vehicles.
4 The junction is also dangerous as the taxi drivers who are numerous cut the corner at speed.
5 There are very few young adults/teenagers or students in these roads apart from the halls of residences.

The ideal location is at the triangle junction of Glen Eyre Drive and Glen Eyre Road for students from the halls of residences.



There has been no consultation about this and I object in the highest tone as it is a dangerous concept with no thought given to local residents or
traffic issues

68 I recently noticed your "water damaged" notice on the lamp post on the corner of Luccombe road and Luccombe place. Some words cannot be
read. I do not think this is the best place to put an important notice which the majority of residents will not see. You will therefore not be contacted
with a fair representation of residents objections. The document looks like a building planning applications so the majority of people that do see it
may not bother reading it.
I presume it is your job to ensure everybody in the area are informed. This notice is inadequate and will not achieve this.
I request that you postpone the closing date for representations to contact you and send letters to all the households in Luccombe road,
Luccombe place, Shanklin Road and the surrounding roads which will be affected by the scooter traffic that the docking station will generate and
the hazards that go with it in order to review residents concerns and views before making a decision.
There are already a number of docking facilities locally, including one on the Bellemoor entrance of the common and near Wickes on Winchester
road which I would like highlighted in the application.

As a resident I am opposed to this for the following reasons:
There are already docking facilities within 5 minutes walk of the proposed docking station.
Local children play on this extended section of pavement which they feel safe on.
This is a residential area and it will attract people and noise from them 24 x 7
Luccombe road is a rat run, which the council needs to address with traffic calming and speed limit measures. Cars excessively speed up and
down this road, the scooter drivers will create a further safety hazard to pedestrians and themselves.
There are a number of elderly residents slowly walking and crossing the roads.
I have seen a number of inconsiderate scooter riders in the area and do not want to see more.
I have spoken to a number of neighbours who are also not in favour of this docking facility.

69 Hello I would like to complain about the e- scooters in Southampton city centres. I feel like people are not educated about how to use them and
they don’t pay attention while driving on roads.  I have noticed lots of teens on it as wel way under 18 years old. It seems like the scooters are
the most important objects on the road, and car owners have to adjust to this situation, but we are the one who getting charged tax etc
On the top of it, it feels like we need to be more aware on the roads where scooters drivers don’t really care and put us into very stressful and
unpleasant situation almost everyday.
It makes journey Very dangerous and stressful.
Moreover they don’t have to even wear helmets So it makes me worry that I will have an accident with one of them and will have to live with the



blame that I did something to someone where it shouldn’t be like that.
Every day on my way to work and from work i experience-lots of stress and feel danger because you never know when they will jump from the
pavement into the road.
Are they any rules in place for rental and why nobody is controlling them? It’s supposed to be better for environment but if two scooters drivers
will block the whole two line road because they are driving next to each other how many cars have to go slower which makes traffic even worse
and petrol emissions will be bigger as well…. Don’t understand how they supposed to be good for our city if we don’t have bicycles lanes
everywhere….
Please someone help me understand why the drivers need to suffer so much because of lack of control with scooters and how they being used.

70 I have been trying to access the right to complain about the siting of this scooter base spending many hours on the telephone to get information
for me to do so and after a considerable amount of time I have been given the above link.
My objection to the placement is as follows:
The map showing siting shows that the base will be where the grit bin is at present. This bin is vital to the surrounding community in bad weather
as it is used by myself and others when the frost, ice and snow appears in winter. If taken away it would make the winter months very precarious
for pedestrians and motorists alike.
The siting will also make it very difficult for pedestrians rounding the corner into Glenwood Avenue, with much less room for prams and buggies
etc. If other sites are anything to go by scooters would be left outside of the base, leaning on peoples fencing and generally protruding outwards
making a very narrow pathway.
I see no need for the base to be sited there as approximately 400 yards up Glen Eye Drive, North West there is a double base situated on the
Avenue, and approximately 400 yards South West there is a base on the corner of Chetwind Road, therefore, a further site in Glen eye Drive
appears to be overkill.
Finally, I do a lot of walking most days and would say that these scooters are not helping to keep cars off of the roads as suggested. I would
refute this and would suggest that judging by the volumes of traffic in and around Southampton it makes no difference to traffic numbers as from
my experience almost all the users are students and lazy people who would normally use the bus service, which will be affected in the long run.
It would also appear that there is no policing of the use of these vehicles.

71 Good morning Councillors.

 I see that there is a plan to install electric scooters on the corner of Luccombe Place.  I’m asking you all to consider this as an inconsiderate
proposal for residents of Upper Shirley.   Totally unnecessary.  It’s absolutely diabolical that nearby residents should suffer people turning up all
hours of the day and night to get a scooter.  MORE noise pollution and disruption to Upper Shirley.  There are scooters on Hill Lane. They do not
need to be brought further into suburbia.  On top of this, they are ugly street furniture which also provide a hazard for disabled residents.



Please let me have your thoughts.
NHS staff parking in Upper Shirley is causing us having trouble parking outside our own homes.   Your scheme displaced parking from other
roads and all that’s happened is the problem has been moved with no consultation or consideration to the residents.  I have elderly parents who
now invariably cannot park outside my property.

72 Ive made several calls to the police and council about these idiot machines and yet I only find out about this feedback email by accident reading
an online article.
Every rush hour there are many private scooter riders wobbling and swerving all over the road in the east side of Southampton, many are regular
offenders, in poor weather and dusk /dawn the lights they have if any are pathetically inadequate, the riders ignore road rules jump on and off
pavements ,I've seen several carrying more than two CHILDREN!
the police seem unable to take any action whatsoever despite detailed reporting.
The hired ones are barely any better
Something needs to be done to get this under control before Somone is seriously hurt

73 I recently read the article regarding safe riding of scooters around Hampshire.

One paragraph stood out to me was that riders must be 18 years old, have a previsonal driving license. I have seen too many teenagers and
some children riding the scooters. As a driver, I witness them not adhering to road regulations, cutting up traffic, riding across roads without
looking and alot more. But it would be the drivers fault if an accident was to happen.

My question is, why don't Voi add a system to enter in previsonal or driving license numbers to check against the DVLA? This would surely
reduce the amount of under 18's on the scooters, prevent accidents, antisocial behaviour and damage to the scooters themselves.

74 we are based at Tesco Distribution Centre Southampton,
We have around 800 people work here at Tesco and plenty of them doesn’t have own transport,
Nursling Area SO160WB is not very good for public transport as there is no bus directly to Nursling area and its very big industrial estate so do
you think will it be worth for your company to put some electric scooter pick up points at SO160WB area? I’m sure it will be worth!



75 I’ve been using the Voi scooters regularly over the last few months and I think it’s an absolutely fantastic scheme. I frequently hire a scooter on
trips where I would otherwise drive my car.

I would strongly support continuing the trial into a permanent operation. It increases the sustainable transport options available within
Southampton and gets cars off the road. The vast majority of Voi users I see are acting responsibly, and the Voi app is great for promoting safe
riding.

76 I would like to express my grave concern regarding the e scooter scheme. I have just seen a boy who is no more than 12 years old riding one of
these distinctive scooters on the road outside southampton central train station at exactly 1830(the side facing the co-op). He is not old enough
to have a provisional licence. Clearly your security measures are insufficient. I expect you to investigate this and take measures to prevent this
happening again.

77 While I appreciate the aims of the e-scooter trial in Southampton and agree in principle with this as one of a number of possible solutions for
intracity personal transportation, I have concerns about how these e-scooters are being used in practice.

As an ex-researcher on young car driver behaviour for the Government’s Transport and Road Research Laboratory, I have noticed all the same
phenomena we observed then. These occur with particularly young male users of the e-scooters (this group of individuals seem to be in the
majority). I assume that all users are current driver’s licence holders though it’s unclear if or how this is checked. Thus, they should be aware of
the rules and advice on using our roads (and should have been assessed satisfactory on this).

The main problems I have encountered are that too many users in the area where I live (Freemantle) tend to travel at about the maximum speed
of the scooters, wear no helmets, often seem to have passengers riding with them, wear headphones (presumably to listen to music), mount the
pavement at will to keep going and have scant regard for pedestrians.

The scooters are virtually silent and so can seem to appear out of nowhere and older citizens, like myself, whose hearing is not what it was, and
children, who are often distracted by their walking companions, do not become aware of these scooters until they are almost upon them. This
leads to quite a few near accidents, although fortunately, I have yet to actually see a collision involving an e-scooter. I trust you have statistics on
such incidents.

In my view if this form of transport is to continue in use, the enforcement of the all the requirements and recommendations that the Council has
set out, needs to be thought through much more carefully.



78 I was travelling in my car along Thornhill Park Road in Southampton last night around 8.15/8.30 pm and as I proceeded down the road an e-
scooter shot off the pavement and hit the back left hand side of my mini.

We stopped and spoke to the young man who said he was ok and he was more concerned because the tyre had come partially off the scooter.
He said the brakes failed as he approached the crossing and couldn’t stop it. He said this wasn’t the first time that this had happened when he
had hired a scooter. We suggested that he take it back to the place he used it from but he said that was several miles away. We then
recommended that he ask a local resident if they had tools to assist in putting the tyre back on the scooter and we again enquired after him but
he insisted he was fine and apologised for causing us trouble.

I am very concerned that these are being used, particularly at night with no lights on them and on a pavement and that the user was not even
wearing a helmet.
I wish to lodge this as a complaint in the hope that the Council will reconsider their use on the grounds of health and safety both for the user but
also anyone they may collide with. On this occasion we were all lucky that a car was not travelling immediately behind us, or on the other side of
the road, because the outcome could have been a lot different for the young man.

79 I am finding that the use of E-scooters in the city is a menace to motorists, cyclists and pedestrians alike. They are mostly used mainly by
teenagers and young men. Originally, scooters were meant to be toys for children, who can ride them at their pace under supervision along the
pavement, in their gardens and in the park.

My husband and I are now afraid to drive our car or walk along the pavement. They go at speed along Shirley precinct and the city precinct. They
never seem to be reprimanded.

What happens legally if a rider has a wobble then falls off in front of a car? Would it be the council's fault that the road was uneven; the rider's
fault that he/she wasn't careful enough; or the driver's fault that he should have seen that the rider was about to fall off?

On the news last week, a rider was killed (in another city) and his girlfriend, also on the scooter, suffered horrendous injuries. The surgeon said
he had never come across injuries like that before. So, to me, it was just as if they had jumped out in front of the car. So unnecessary, especially
in these times when the NHS is stretched enough and could certainly do without this ludicrous situation. To think that Southampton Council is
promoting this so called 'green activity'. To get fit is to walk. I can only think that the advantage to the Council is that they will make money out of
it.



In my opinion, one thing is for sure; a young person is more likely to suffer from riding an E-scooter than he ever is from Covid.

Near where I live, a notice went up that there was to be an E-scooter park on the corner of Luccombe Road/Place. I, along with other residents,
wrote to object to this proposal to the Licence Legal Department and to my astonishment, we won!

Please pass on my comments to whoever is in charge of the scheme.

If there are any meetings about this, do please let me know.

80 Yesterday I seized one of these electric scooters from a boy as he travelled along a University footpath. I would guess he was 13 years old and
on his way to school, he said he found the scooter, I think the only way the scooter would work is by the boy logging in to the app, so I take from
this any one with a smart phone will probably be able to hire a scooter. I informed VOI and to the school the boy said he was going to. At the
University I have noticed the scooters being used generally on roads pavements and footpaths, users looking particularly vulnerable as they
travel along roads amongst traffic. I have not seen any user wearing any form of helmet.
I am myself a keen cyclist and recognise the importance in moving to eco-friendly transport, I’m just not convinced this as opposed to bicycles is
the safe and responsible way forward

81 I live in Banister Park and walk daily in the area, including The Common, Central Parks and Bedford Place/ Avenue areas. Having just read
about the trial on the council website I am astounded at the lack of enforcement action in place to regulate the trial and the flagrant disregard for
safety displayed by many users. I regularly witness Voi users using the pavement, riding against the traffic on roads, riding two up; basically
every abuse of the stated rules possible.

In addition there are now a large number of private escooters in the area, many that seem to have had any speed regulation removed. These are
often ridden on pavements and across the Common/ Parks, weaving at speed around pedestrians.

Escooters may have their place, but until it can be proved that they can all be made to work safely around people they should not be allowed on
any public road, pavement or land. It's enough trouble dodging bikes, without having to deal with scooters as well.

Obviously I would like to see the trial discontinued and more action taken against private, illegal, escooter use.



82 I am a resident in Southampton. I want to say how dangerous and irresponsible I feel it is for scooters to be used on Southampton roads. God
only knows how someone hasn’t been killed yet or seriously harmed. Youngsters, in particular, abuse the scooters, ride dangerously in traffic
and often use pavements putting pedestrians at risk. As usual there are little or no police to enforce this.

I cannot see the point of wasting taxpayers money on such a pointless and dangerous scheme. Whoever voted and/or approved this scheme be
it on your head(s) when some is inevitably killed or harmed not to mention the ridiculous waste of money that could otherwise be apportioned to
something worthwhile like social care.

83 I travel from Totton to Southampton every morning and evening by car. A guy on the scooter hit my car and bent it. He didn’t suffer any injury
and asked me do not call the police. I couldn’t see then that my car was bent because it was dark. Anyway definitely he had no insurance.

84 It is encouraging to see that SCC are seeking to provide safe, environmentally-friendly transport alternatives. However, I think the e-scooter is
not a viable option and is a waste of council taxpayers’ money for several reasons.

Firstly, the e-scooter is an unsafe vehicle (demonstrated by the fact that private e-scooters are banned on public roads) and a hazard to other
road users.

Secondly, in my local area (Coxford ward) I have not once seen anyone use the e-scooters. The residents of Coxford are more likely to bus,
bike, walk, or use their cars.

Thirdly, the e-scooter docking stations are unsightly and clutter already narrow footpaths. They are also a potential target for criminal and anti-
social behaviour.
Hopefully, this trial will demonstrate that the introduction of e-scooters is unwanted and a waste of money.

85 I would like to sing praises about the e scooter trial and I would love to see this introduced!

An excellent way to travel as I ride to my close friends house rather then drive now! What an excellent excuse to make more bike lanes to
encourage being greener!

Southampton could be the future, today leading by example



86 I am concerned that the e-scooters are not being used safely on roads around Southampton. Twice I have seen e-scooters going the wrong way
on the cycle paths over the itchen bridge. This is dangerous to cyclists coming the other (correct) way. They also come down the footpaths on
the bridge at high speed which is dangerous for pedestrians. Today I was driving and had an e-scooter pull off a pavement into the road right in
front of me near town key. I beeped them as it was dangerous and I didn't think they had seen me, and then they became verbally aggressive.

I'm not against e-scooters in principle, but they don't seem to be being used very safely by some people.



Appendix 6 – Supporting evidence (response 14).





Appendix 7 – Supporting evidence (response 22)
Call for all rentable e-scooters trials to be stopped and for all new trials to be paused.

1.0 Urgent Recommendation

The National Federation of the Blind of the UK (NFBUK) recommends that the rentable escooter trials
are halted with immediate effect and that all new trials are not started.  The ongoing trials are
consistently and continually failing to comply with the Department for Transport Guidance for Rentable
E-scooter Trials.

The trials are dangerous, creating hazardous and unsafe environments for blind, partially sighted,
deaf-blind, elderly and disabled people, people using mobility aids, parents with young children and
pedestrians, in town and city centres.

 Rentable e-scooters are been ridden dangerously on pavements, on pedestrian crossings, in
pedestrian only zones, on public places. E-scooter riders have been witnessed riding at
pedestrians, expecting them to get out of the way, which is impossible if you are blind, partially
sighted, mobility impaired etc.

 Dockless e-scooters are causing serious obstructions, blocking accessible routes for disabled
people and creating trip hazards.  They are being left on the pavement, on controlled pedestrian
crossings, in public places and in pedestrian only zones.  They become an instant hazard and
create unsafe places for vulnerable pedestrians and vulnerable bus passengers.

 Valuable pavement and public space is being used for dockless e-scooters and geo-fenced e-
scooters. This space is needed for walking, for people using mobility aids and for social distancing.
The dockless model of e-scooter should never been allowed to be trialled in UK and should be
stopped immediately. Geo-fenced e-scooters should never have been allowed to be stored on any
pavements, public places or pedestrian zones and they should be removed from these places
immediately.

 The technology in use is not preventing very young people riding rentable e-scooters, different
people using the same e-scooter or stopping two people riding the e-scooter.

 Even is the dockless model is halted, this will not resolve the reckless rider behaviour, which is too
dangerous, and is uncontrollable and unregulatable. Leaving the safety, well-being and
accessibility of blind, partially sighted, mobility impaired pedestrians etc at great risk. This is not
acceptable at any time and especially in the time of a pandemic.  No new trials need to be started
and existing ones need to be halted.

Further evidence has been found where cities have halted trials and have banned rentable e-scooters
from their streets in the UK and internationally.

This evidence follows on from the NFBUK submission to the Department for Transport and the
Transport Select Committee, which recommended not to trial rentable e-scooters ‘No Time To Trial E-
Scooters’ https://www.nfbuk.org/campaign/e-scooters/.

2.0 Evidence

Site Visits To UK Trials
Evidence has been gathered from extensive site visits to e-scooter trials in the UK. Twenty-four site
visits have been made to the following locations:

https://www.nfbuk.org/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/e-scooter-trials-guidance-for-local-areas-and-rental-operators/e-scooter-trials-guidance-for-local-areas-and-rental-operators
https://www.nfbuk.org/campaign/e-scooters/


 Coventry 1 visit
 Birmingham 5 visits
 Milton Keynes 2 visits
 Northampton 15 visits
 Bath 1 visit

On Line Evidence
Further evidence on serious problems in other trial areas have been obtained from social media and
news reports. Some have been added to the report and others will be added in future updates.
Appendix D contains evidence from Bath and Bristol of e-scooters being left on the pavements and
public spaces, creating obstructions and unsafe situation for vulnerable pedestrians.

Escooter Trials Halted, Shelved and Banned in UK and Internationally
The Coventry E-Scooter trial was shut down after just 5 days due to serious safety concerns raised by
the trial, after it was started on the 15 September 2020. Birmingham reduced its fleet from 200 to 50.
Winchester and Luton have shelved its plans for an e-scooter trials

Since the launch of the UK trials, news broke of Copenhagen has banned dockless rentable
escooters due to the chaos they have created in the city.  Further research by the NFBUK have
identified 18 places in the USA have been banned rentable e-scooters or not taken them forward after
trials. New South Wales in Australia are not taking forward trials. These include the following places
Brookline, Chattanooga, Greenville, Cambridge, Columbia, Rockhill, Athens-Clarke, Dallas,
Charleston, Boston, Boulder, West Hollywood, Brentwood, Oakley, Beverly Hills City Council, Malibu,
also bans are in place in University of Nevada and University of Arizona.
E-scooter riders have been consistently and constantly observed to be undertaking the following
dangerous and unsafe activities in the trial areas as described below. Links to films illustrating this
behaviour are given in Appendix A.   Photographs in Appendix B illustrate dangerously abandoned e-
scooters, blocking pavements, pedestrian crossings and left on public places.

2.1  Dangerous and Hazardous Riding Behaviour

 Escooters been dangerously ridden on pavements at all speeds and being ridden at speed around
blind corners

 Escooters been dangerously used in pedestrian only zones and in public places
 Riders are using pedestrian only crossings and riding directly at pedestrians expecting them to get

out of the way
 Riders are using dropped kerbs to mount the pavements and by-pass controlled pedestrian

crossings
 Riders are using escooters in an antisocial manner and dangerous manner, including riders pulling

wheelies behind pedestrians and losing control of rentable e-scooters on the pavement
 Two people have been regularly witnessed riding e-scooters, which is extremely dangerous
 Very young riders observed riding e-scooters and riding them with two people on one e-scooter
 Young riders have been observed standing on skate boards balanced on the foot bar on the e-

scooter
 Riders are riding at pedestrians on pavements, paths and pedestrianised areas expecting them to

move out of the way
 Riders have been witnessed getting on and off the escooter and letting other people ride it,

therefore the person riding it may not have a provisional driving licence
 Riders creating dangerous situations for the drivers of buses with reckless riding on the road
 Witnessed incident of two riders falling off one e-scooter and fell off onto pavement close to

pedestrian. Person was offered ambulance but they declined.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-coventry-warwickshire-54164922
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/local-hubs/birmingham/2020/10/24/e-scooter-trials-to-detect-drunk-riders-amid-expansion-plans/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-hampshire-56251876
https://www.lutontoday.co.uk/news/environment/plans-e-scooter-trial-luton-town-centre-shelved-over-safety-fears-3090607
https://www.thelocal.dk/20201009/copenhagen-to-ban-electric-scooters-from-city-centre
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/nsw-abandons-electric-scooter-trial-because-minister-not-in-the-mood-20210304-p577oa.html
https://www.wbur.org/bostonomix/2019/11/15/bird-lime-spin-electric-scooters-brookline-pilot-ends
https://newschannel9.com/news/local/chattanooga-city-council-votes-to-indefinitely-ban-electric-scooters
https://greenvillejournal.com/news/ordinance-preventing-electric-scooter-sharing-craze-sweeping-the-country-from-coming-to-greenville/
https://www.wbur.org/bostonomix/2018/09/11/electric-scooters-return-to-cambridge
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/with-mopeds-gone-and-scooters-banned-columbia-commuters-seek-new-ways-to-get-around-town/article_3eab01c4-bf96-11e9-a9b9-bb7c71601d8e.html
https://www.heraldonline.com/news/local/article234439407.html
https://www.redandblack.com/athensnews/bye-bye-birdie-athens-permanently-bans-e-scooters-grants-settlement-to-woman-struck-by-police/article_fce19e44-1f1e-11eb-9887-535af508e0d9.html
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2020/08/31/electric-scooters-must-be-taken-off-dallas-streets-by-the-end-of-the-week-city-says/
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/charleston-officially-bans-electric-scooter-rentals-after-birds-launch-attempt/article_c8157de2-a645-11e8-b0bf-77ca0ebf8c54.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2020/01/25/boston-still-waiting-scooter-legalization/4dX7H5afw2gdioxfbfeslM/story.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-13/bike-friendly-boulder-isn-t-high-on-scooters
https://beverlypress.com/2019/02/weho-votes-to-dump-impounded-scooters/
https://www.newschannel5.com/news/zip-a-dee-doo-dont-brentwood-bans-e-scooters
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2104502293783/oakley-adopts-ban-on-shared-mobility-devices
https://patch.com/california/beverlyhills/beverly-hills-continues-ban-shared-mobility-devices
https://www.canyon-news.com/electric-scooters-banned-in-malibu/97084
https://lasvegassun.com/news/2020/dec/04/electric-scooters-unlv-campus-officials-hesitant/
https://parking.arizona.edu/about/e-scooter-ban-policy
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1312668509416181763?s=21This
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1311531612736290817?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306142246874611712?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306886779467968514?s=21Question
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306460064274931712?s=21
https://metro.co.uk/2020/10/23/e-scooter-menaces-pop-wheelies-and-ride-at-pedestrians-in-shocking-dossier-13468309/
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310568211658747904?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306811662024966144?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307805397756059648?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310255818827276288?s=21Questions


 Antisocial behaviour was witnessed in the evenings creating dangerous and intermediating
environments for pedestrians

2.2 Dangerous Dumping of Dockless Escooters After Use

 When e-scooters are left in unsafe locations they become an instant hazard and make pavements
/ public areas unsafe for vulnerable pedestrians.

 Escooters being left all over pavements creating obductions and serious trip hazards on the
pavement, on the kerb, the building line, in the middle of the pavement. More than 1 escooter has
been witnessed being left in these areas.

 Escooters are being left next to and on the tactile paving at controlled pedestrian crossings
blocking access to them and creating serious trip hazards.

 Escooters are being left randomly in pedestrianised areas
 Escooters are being knocked over creating dangerous trip hazards
 Even if people wanted to move dockless escooters which are causing an obstruction, there is still

nowhere to move them too
 Dumping of escooters on pavements, pedestrian crossings and pedestrian areas is taking away

room for socially distancing
 Escooters are being left right outside of doors to shops
 Escooters are being left next to bus stops and in the pavements next to bus stops and bus

stations.
 Escooters have been left on double yellow lines
 Even so called geo-fenced e-scooters docking stations come with problems, with e-scooters being

left on the pavement creating obstructions and trips hazards.
 Escooters been left in dangerous locations in the evening and when it is dark
 Geo-fenced docking of escooters are also problematic as they take over valuable pavement space

need for pedestrians and for social distancing and they also serious trip hazard.

2.3 Anti-social Behaviour and Dangers of Dockless Escooters

The following is not a comprehensive list of all of the antisocial behaviour and dangerous operations
being reported from the trials on line, but it will illustrate the ongoing problems with them in many
towns and cities in UK.

 Bournemouth reckless riding on pavements, promenades and local parks
 6 riders charged with drink driving in Newcastle
 In Middlesbrough, escooter riders were caught on a dual carriage way, riding through shopping

arcades and riding on pavements.
 Concerns are being raised at young people using rentable e-scooters in trials areas, for example

in Slough and Taunton
 Young children reported using rentable escooters in Northampton.
 Problems were reported about the new trials in High Wycombe.
 Problems of dangerously abandoned e-scooters on pavements and public spaces was recently

highlighted in Nottingham
 Riding on pavements have been reported in Liverpool.
 Oxford reported problems of e-scooters blocking pavements
 Newcastle has witnessed riders racing through red traffic lights.

2.4  Recent Injuries, Deaths and Near Missies with Escooters in UK

The following injuries and near misses reported in the press or evidence given to the NFBUK.

https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310187469636358145?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1311201488807620610?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1309708947394355200?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310562943491346432?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307768651009884161?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307768651009884161?s=21
http://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310514333991022593?s=21As%20
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310453606450180099?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307931786115248131?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310596457477681159?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310582292495175680?s=21This
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310582292495175680?s=21This
http://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310514333991022593?s=21As%20
http://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310514333991022593?s=21As%20
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1315543576751869954?s=21
https://www.bournemouthecho.co.uk/news/19145750.letter---someone-will-get-seriously-hurt-reckless-e-scooter-riders/
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/electric-scooter-riders-charged-drink-driving-newcastle-b921387.html
https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/teens-riding-e-scooters-a19-18615842
https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/underage-e-scooter-riders-seen-18684912
https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/underage-e-scooter-riders-seen-18684912
https://www.sloughobserver.co.uk/news/18864482.anger-children-running-rampant-e-scooters/
https://www.somersetcountygazette.co.uk/news/18925610.letter-tauntons-e-scooters-threatening-become-public-nuisance/
https://www.northamptonchron.co.uk/news/people/new-technology-given-scooters-stop-them-entering-northampton-park-3037383
https://www.bucksfreepress.co.uk/news/18897395.wycombes-e-scooters-abused-already-abandoned-vehicle-retrieved-councillors/
https://www.nottinghampost.com/news/nottingham-news/concerns-over-abandoned-badly-parked-4699329
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/e-scooter-riders-warned-over-19377599
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/19129780.orange-scooters-blocking-pavements-headington/
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/escooters-through-red-lights-newcastle-19987742


 Newcastle hit and run with rentable e-scooter rider
 Puppy injured in Northampton
 Pedestrian accident with rentable e-scooter in Birmingham
 In Gloucester - A woman seriously injured using rentable e-scooter crash at major Gloucester

junction - Gloucestershire Live
 In Milton Keynes- A man had serious facial injuries after rentable riding e-scooter drunk - Bucks

Free Press
 Northampton Blind Association – raised serious concerns over rider behaviour, with rentable e-

scooter riders riding far too close to blind people; with one of their employees having to be pulled
back from an oncoming riding e-scooter rider on the pavement by his sighted relative otherwise
he would have been hit.

 Two people witnessed crashing into kerb riding rentable e-scooter in Northampton and falling onto
the pavement.

 A pedestrian is recovering from shocking injuries from being run into by an illegal e-scooter
reported on 27 November 2020

 A blind person was hit by two escooters riders in Milton Keynes
 Young child knocked over by e-scooters in pedestrian only zone in Northampton.
 Serious injuries and deaths have resulted from use of illegal e-scooters and illustrate how

dangerous e-scooters, in Bamber Bridge, Cambridge, Rochdale, Plymouth, Glasgow, Port
Tennant and Kent.

 Child in near miss with e-scooter in Basildon.
 Serious concerns raised in Northampton from blind society over use of rentable e-scooters
 NFBUK have received evidence of further incidents where blind people have been hit or have

been passed very closely by e-scooter riders. As well as a person who was hit by a rentable
escooter in Northampton and was given verbal abuse by the rider when he tried to highlight to the
person what had happened. It was reported to the company but they have not got back to the
person involved.

2.5 Serious Injuries and Legal Action Being Taken By Blind and Elderly Pedestrians Tripping Over
Dockless Escooters.

 In Germany, a blind gentleman tripped over two rentable e-scooters broke his femur and spent 11
days in hospital and has not been able to return back to work for 5 months. The e-scooter
company VOI and local authority are not taking any responsibility. Legal action is still taking place.
The translated article reported on 28 November 2020 is given in Appendix C.

 Former Adelaide politician gets second chance to sue council after tripping over e-scooter - ABC
News reported 18 / 09/ 20.

 This warning is given out by Santa Monica legal firm which lists the personal injuries resulting
from the use of rentable e-scooters, contains examples of elderly people tripping over Dockless e-
scooters.

‘Ever since Bird and Lime dumped their electric scooters all over Santa Monica, our personal injury
law firm has been inundated with calls from people injured in electric scooter accidents. The calls
come from riders as well as pedestrians. We believe everyone needs to know about the quantity of
calls we are getting, the seriousness of the injuries, and the commonality of the fact patterns. Not
only does the public need to know, but so do city council members in other cities who are
considering allowing in electric scooters, the scooter companies themselves (Bird and Lime), and
anyone considering investing in these companies or renting their scooters’.

The injuries and how they came about are given at this link – please be warned the injuries are
horrific

2.6 Other Observations

 Escooters are solid and heavy making them very difficult to move out of the way; it is also very easy to
hit your ankle while moving them out of the way, which is very painful

https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/investigation-launched-after-suspected-hit-19953546
https://www.northamptonchron.co.uk/news/people/new-technology-given-scooters-stop-them-entering-northampton-park-3037383
https://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/midlands-news/birmingham-tour-guide-fears-tragedy-18930299
https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/woman-seriously-inured-scooter-gloucester-4628175
https://www.bucksfreepress.co.uk/news/18813479.milton-keynes-man-injured-drink-riding-e-scooter-leads-police-warning/
https://www.bucksfreepress.co.uk/news/18813479.milton-keynes-man-injured-drink-riding-e-scooter-leads-police-warning/
https://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2020-09-29/fears-for-blind-community-over-irresponsible-e-scooter-use
https://www.kentonline.co.uk/canterbury/news/i-was-hit-by-an-e-scooter-but-it-felt-like-a-car-238143/
https://www.miltonkeynes.co.uk/news/people/blind-woman-speaks-out-after-being-hit-teenagers-e-scooter-milton-keynes-3049234
https://www.northamptonchron.co.uk/news/people/reception-age-pupil-knocked-over-e-scooter-northampton-town-centre-2986219
https://www.lancashiretelegraph.co.uk/news/19088124.man-charged-fatal-bamber-bridge-e-scooter-crash/
https://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/news/cambridge-news/victoria-avenue-woman-riding-electric-19854966
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2173702918673/e-scooter-hit-and-run-crash-leaves-pedestrian-65-seriously-injured-in-hospital-in-rochdale
https://www.itv.com/news/westcountry/2020-11-20/e-scooter-crash-in-plymouth-leaves-man-in-hospital-with-serious-injuries
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/glasgow-woman-left-unable-walk-22985894
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/julian-thomas-scooter-crash-inquest-18990538
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/julian-thomas-scooter-crash-inquest-18990538
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8776671/Charity-fundraiser-57-died-lost-control-e-scooter-steep-hill.html
https://www.echo-news.co.uk/news/18896950.e-scooter-seized-near-miss-child-basildon/
https://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2020-09-29/fears-for-blind-community-over-irresponsible-e-scooter-use
https://www.businessinsider.de/wirtschaft/mobility/er-brach-sich-die-knochen-jetzt-will-niemand-haften-ein-e-scooter-unfall-zeigt-gefaehrliche-gesetzesluecken-a/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-09-18/former-politician-sues-council-for-tripping-over-scooter/12668252
https://www.santamonicainjurylawfirm.com/electric-scooter-accidents/electric-scooter-accident-stories/


 Police undertook a 48-hour weekend operation on e-scooters and had 58 offences recorded but took
no legal action in Northampton. From our on the ground observations there were many more serious
infringements of the DfT Guidance, which included e-scooters causing obstructions on pavements, left
in pedestrian areas and on pedestrian crossings, as well as riders, riding with two people on
escooters, riding on pavements and on pedestrian zones.

 Very few people witnessed wearing helmets during site visits.
 The technology of the escooters cannot prevent 2 people riding escooters, cannot detect if a young

person is riding it, or the person who scanned the licence or if the person has been drinking or can
see adequately to control the machine. The police should not have to spend time enforcing technology
that is not fit for purpose.

 Enforcement by police and education by VOI representatives have not stopped the ongoing violations
of DfT Guidance set for the trials.

Examples of unsafe parking of rentable e-scooters are given in Appendix D from Bristol and Bath from twitter
posts.

NOTE.
This document is continually being updated and further evidence can be provided on the site visits if
requested. Not all the information collected on the problems of rentable e-scooters are given in this
document.



Appendix A

Primary evidence has been collected through film and photographs. Below are the film links which have been
put on twitter.

1.0 Northampton

15 visits have been undertaken so far, with the following films and comments that have been tweeted
to what has been witnessed.  The whole scheme is consistently terrifyingly dangerous and needs to
be brought to an immediate halt. Visit have been undertaken at different time so the day including
very early morning, late at afternoon and evening.

Visits have been undertaken on 20, 22, 24, 26, 27 and 29 September 2020, and the 1, 6, 10, 11, 15, 18,
22, 26, 28, October 2020.

1.1 Rider Behaviour
 These are really good questions: 1) Cab you use rentable escooters on the pavement 2) Can 2

people ride 1 e-scooter? 3: At what distance can you read the number plate? Northampton
 The E-scooter riders are on pavements, pedestrian crossings and pedestrianised areas in

Northampton on several occasions.
 Dangerous riding in parks was witnessed in Northampton.
 People witnessed riding double on many occasions in Northampton.  What’s the rules again for

rentable e-scooters trials in #Northampton? There were 2 e-scooters free and 2 people jumped on
to 1 & rode off on the pavement.

 Rider behaviour UK e-scooter trial on a Saturday evening in Northampton was terrifying.
 Impact on bus drivers is shocking.
 Questions about rentable e-scooter trial in Northampton: 1: Can e-scooters be ridden on a

pavement?  2: Can 2 people ride 1 e-scooter? In the clip 4 pedestrians step aside due to
approaching e-scooter on pedestrian crossing or on path. A person with no sight cannot do this.

 Questions 1: Can two people ride rentable escooters at one time?  2: Can you ride #escooters on
the pavements?

 E-scooter riders riding at people at controlled pedestrian crossing in Northampton, a man on
rentable Escooter speed over the crossing very close to me.

1.2 Pedestrian crossings blocked and pavements blocked
 Key questions asked about the legality e-scooters left on pavements in Northampton, which no

answers have been given.
 Impact on evening economy with escooters left in dangerous locations on Saturday night in

Northampton
 E-scooters been left constantly on pavements creating instant trip hazard and accessibility

problems in Northampton, again and again, and again, and again, and again and again. This
was after 39 days after VOI launched its rentable e-scooters in Northampton.

 Reckless riding on pavements, two people riding e-scooters and dockless e-scooters left on
pavements in Northampton

 E-scooters which been knocked over creating serious trip hazard Northampton
 Access to bus stop and pavements has been comprised by rentable e-scooters in Northampton
 Serious and accessibility concerns raised as safe access to controlled pedestrian crossings has

been comprised many times in Northampton, as well as early in the morning.

2.0 Coventry
One visit made on 13 September 2020, after which the scheme was halted due to safety concerns.
 Experienced this in Coventry. Cyclist is riding on pavement followed by someone riding a rentable

e-scooter on pavement. The shared space junction is partially closed due to COVID. This is not
safe for any pedestrian.

https://twitter.com/Seaofchangefilm/status/1316613622618034177?s=20
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1312668509416181763?s=21This
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1311531612736290817?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310636491199197187?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310568211658747904?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310187469636358145?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310255818827276288?s=21Questions
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1309579299989737484?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306811662024966144?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307805397756059648?s=21
https://twitter.com/Seaofchangefilm/status/1321915119857770498?s=20
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1315543576751869954?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1311201488807620610?s=21Late
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1309708947394355200?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1309477747610320902?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307931786115248131?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307791912955457543?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307365838056497152?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1314819928495620098?s=21
https://twitter.com/Seaofchangefilm/status/1321844215983280130?s=20%20%20%20https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1315909352625180673?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1312239016771813376?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310596457477681159?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310582292495175680?s=21This
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307768651009884161?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310453606450180099?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310562943491346432?s=21This
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1310514333991022593?s=21As%20
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1305118401044647936?s=21


 Two questions:  1) Is this pavement for pedestrians or for pedestrians & cyclists/e-scooters in
Coventry - it’s Ironmonger Row just on from Trinity Street?  2) Can e-scooters go the opposite
way to one-way traffic on the carriage way? It’s same location as first question.

 Questions for Rentable E-Scooter Trials Coventry. 1) Is the pavement in the Burgess for
pedestrians or pedestrians & cyclists? 2) Can e-scooters be ridden on pavement going the
opposite way on a one-way system? Whatever the answers - this is not safe & trials need to be
halted.

 This is the Coventry Rentable E-Scooter Trial. Absolutely shocking. E-scooters being left on
pavements, near bus stops on pavement & in public spaces. This is dangerous, they are a trip
hazard & reduces in places space for social distancing. Trial needs to halt. Simply not safe.

3.0 Birmingham

Five visits were made; the speed riders were going on the pavements, public spaces and on
pedestrian crossings was terrifying. Visit was undertaken on the 13 and 17 September, the 7 and 26
October, 1st November 2020. E-scooters were witnessed being left in pubic places which were
dangerous and blocking disabled peoples safe and independent access.

 In Birmingham e-scooters witnessed riding on pavements, public spaces and on controlled
pedestrian crossings

 Dockless e-scooters in Birmingham created serious risk to pedestrian safety and accessibility.

4.0 Milton Keynes

Two visits undertaken.  Evidence of escooters being parked dangerously, people underage riding
them, with family or friends. This can be provided on request.

5.0 Bath

One visit made to Bath prior to lock down where e-scooter riders were witnessed riding dangerously
on pavements and leaving dockless e-scooters on the pavements and public spaces, creating
serious risks to pedestrian safety.

6.0 Bristol

Examples of unsafe parking of rentable e-scooters are given in Appendix D from Bristol and Bath from
twitter posts. Site visits could not be made due to COVID lockdown.

https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1305229775796142085?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1305398809023967235?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1305380845524529152?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306142246874611712?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306460064274931712?s=21
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306886779467968514?s=21Question
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1306886779467968514?s=21Question
https://twitter.com/seaofchangefilm/status/1307551757158019073?s=21Like
https://twitter.com/Seaofchangefilm/status/1324278063325130754?s=20


Appendix B Photographs Illustrating Rentable Escooters Causing Obstructions and Trip Hazards on
Pavements, Public Spaces and Pedestrian Crossings

The photos are given to show escooters causing obstruction on the pavements and at pedestrian crossings,
e-scooters creating serious trip hazards, how easy they are to over and how they are being left in pedestrian
only zones in Northampton. This is just a fraction of the photos which have been taken to illustrate how e-
scooters are causing serious problems.  To prevent repetition, the escooters in the photos pose a trip hazard.

 Photo 1: Two 2 escooters obstruction on the pavement.



Photo 2: One e-scooter left on narrow corner pavement creating an obstruction to pavement and controlled
push button pedestrian crossing. Also causing serious trip hazard

Photo 3: One e-scooter on narrow corner pavement causing obstruction on the pavement and obstruction to
a controlled push button pedestrian crossing.



Photo 4: Two escooters left in middle of pavement next to bus stop causing an obstruction.

Photo 5: Escooter fallen over in gulley walkway causing obstruction and causing serious trip hazard. There
were two escooters like this in the gulley walkway.



Photo 6: The pavement is completed obstructed with e-scooter and delivery lorry. Lorry parked on footway,
on double yellow lines, with e-scooter parked on pavement, with two people riding e-scooter seen leaving the
pavement to go on road. The person at the back of the e-scooter is controlling the machine. Sunday morning
11 October 2020.

Photo 7: E-scooter fallen over at shop and e-scooter with no stand deployed. Sunday morning 11 October
2020.



Photo 8 E-scooter left obstructing the pavement in the pouring rain on Saturday evening 17 October 2020

Photo 9 E-scooter obstructing the pavement and causing serious trip hazard on Saturday evening 17 October
2020



Photo 10 E-scooter obstructing the pavement and causing serious trip hazard on Saturday evening 17
October 2020

Photo 11 E-scooters obstructing the pavement and causing serious trip hazard on Saturday evening 17
October 2020 (in connection with photos 12 and 13  these were next to each other on footpath).



Photo 12 E-scooters left obstructing pavement on Saturday evening 17 October 2020 (in connection with
photos 11 and 13 these were next to each other on footpath).

Photo 13, E-
scooters left obstructing the pavement and causing serious trip hazard on Saturday , on Saturday evening 17
October 2020 (in connection with photos 11 and 12 these were next to each other on footpath).



Photo 14 E-scooters left causing obstruction on pavement next to controlled pedestrian crossing.

Photo 15 E-scooter on its side causing serious trip hazard and obstruction on pavement.



Photo 16 E-scooter on its side causing serious trip hazard and obstruction on pavement in the evening when
dark.

Photo 17 E-scooter on its side causing serious trip hazard and obstruction on pavement.



Photo 18 E-scooters left causing obstruction on pavement next to controlled pedestrian crossing.

Photo 19 E-scooters left causing obstruction in area for socially distancing due to COVID, next to access
ramp.



Photo 20 Three E-scooters left causing obstruction on pavement, next to controlled pedestrian crossing and
access to bus station.



Appendix C Examples of Dangerous E-Scooter Riding Behaviour

These are just a few examples of people riding e-scooters on the pavement, on pedestrian crossing and
pedestrian areas. This is just a small number of the people caught riding in these areas and more can be
provided.

Photo 21 Escooter rider on pavement heading towards set of controlled pedestrian crossings.

Photo 22 6 October 2020 Two riders on one e-scooter.



Photo 23 10 October 2020 Two people riding one escooter with person on front being very small, with
the person behind controlling it.

Photo 24 Escooter rider going round corner in bend at speed.



Photo 25 Two e-scooter riders on 2 V e-scooters riding on the pavement riding past pedestrians.

Photo 26 10 October 2020 Person riding e-scooter on pavement next to pedestrian in evening



Photo 27 10 October 2020 Two riders and separate escooter riders riding on pedestrian only zone in
evening

Photo 28 Two escooter riders riding on separate e-scooters in pedestrian only zone.



Photo 29   10/10/ 2020 Youth pulling wheelie on e-scooter on pavement

Photo 30 11/10/2020 Two people riding e-scooter, with person at back steering it.

Appendix C

He broke his bones, now nobody wants to be held liable: An e-scooter accident reveals dangerous
loopholes in the law



https://www.businessinsider.de/wirtschaft/mobility/er-brach-sich-die-knochen-jetzt-will-niemand-haften-ein-e-
scooter-unfall-zeigt-gefaehrliche-gesetzesluecken-a/

Hannah Schwär, Marta Orosz 28 Nov 2020 The case of Klaus Bopp (picture) could have consequences for
the entire e-scooter industry. The case of Klaus Bopp (picture) could have consequences for the entire e-
scooter industry.

The question of who is to blame for accidents in connection with parked e-scooters is completely
unresolved in Germany. This is shown by the case of the blind Klaus Bopp, who spent eleven days in
hospital because of a fall over two overturned Voi e-scooters. Neither Voi nor their insurance company
want to be responsible for the damage.

As on every other day, Klaus Bopp made his way to work this Tuesday morning at around 8:35 a.m. Bopp
is blind from birth, uses a long stick to orient himself and has been walking this route in Bremen Neustadt
for 30 years. He knows every millimeter. It happens after about two minutes: Shortly before an intersection,
the 50-year-old falls over two e-scooters lying across the sidewalk. One he still grabs with the stick, with the
second he has no chance. He falls on his right hip and breaks the femoral neck.

 "I was so angry because it was not the first time that these things got in the way without warning," recalls
Bopp in an interview with Business Insider.

It was clear to him: there had to be an accident at some point. Bopp's anger will boil up again in the months
after the accident. Little by little it becomes clear that nobody wants to be responsible for the broken bone.
Neither the Swedish rental company Voi, which set up the e-scooters on the morning of the accident, nor
Voi's liability insurance, nor the city of Bremen, which has issued an operating license for the scooters. The
case is also legally tricky, although it is well documented by the police and eyewitnesses.

The question of who is to blame for falling over the overturned e-scooter is completely unresolved and
reveals major loopholes in regulation in Germany. Shortly after the fall, a first aider photographs the scene
of the accident. Klaus Bopp (white T-shirt) can hardly stand because of the pain. Shortly after the fall, a first
aider photographs the scene of the accident. Klaus Bopp (white T-shirt) can hardly stand because of the
pain. Private Bopp's attorney wants to set precedent. Neither the authorities nor the e-scooter company Voi
contact the injured Bopp.



In response to our inquiry, the company said that they were very saddened by this tragic accident. "We are
doing our best to find a suitable solution for everyone," says the Stockholm headquarters. The solution
does not yet exist, however. Because Bopp cannot believe that his broken bone should not have any
consequences, he turns to the legal advice of the German Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired.
There the business lawyer Thomas Hiby takes over the case. He now wants to set a precedent and take a
lawsuit for damages to court.

According to the compensation table, a sum of between 12,000 and 25,000 euros would be normal. If Hiby
is successful with this, it would have consequences for the entire e-scooter industry in Germany. Finding
the culprit turns out to be difficult. The police, who arrived at the scene of the accident a few minutes after
the fall, initially assumed property damage. While in the ambulance, Bopp is questioned as a possible
suspect, not as a victim. "If you run into it, you are the cause and therefore to blame for the accident,"
writes Bopp in the memory log.

The allegation clears up quickly, but no further investigations are made. Not even the police could contact
Voi "in a reasonable time", says the police report. Vois lawyers and insurance refer to a liability gap
Attorney Hiby also has to wait a few weeks for a response: The company's lawyers see “no basis for
liability”. They refer to an unknown third party who is said to have knocked over the properly installed
scooter. “The company bears no responsibility for this,” write Voi's lawyers. DEVK, with which Voi has
taken out legally required liability insurance, also follows this line of argument. "If the users of the e-
scooters have parked them properly, the subsequent behavior of uninvolved third parties cannot be
attributed to the owner Voi," said the insurance company Business Insider. It also explains that it only
covers accidents involving moving scooters. Nor would she step in for a fall over an upright parked e-
scooter. A plausible scenario is established for both the company and the insurance company - one that
frees everyone involved from responsibility.

A plausible scenario is established for both the company and the insurance company - one that frees
everyone involved from responsibility. No matter how many people stumble over e-scooters lying around,
according to the law, neither the insurance company nor the owner of the e-scooter is responsible.

Lawyer Hiby assesses the facts differently. "Anyone who creates a source of danger must also bear
proportionate responsibility." Eleven days in hospital The fall had far-reaching consequences for Klaus
Bopp. After the accident, he was in the hospital eleven days and had to undergo an operation. Doctors
believe it will take three to six months before he can walk normally again. Today, almost four months after
the accident, he still cannot return to work. Since he works in the public service, his trade association pays
the treatment costs. He still suffers financial losses, because instead of receiving a full salary, he receives
sick pay. It's not just the physical and financial consequences that bothers him. “It also concerns me
mentally. I am no longer traveling at the same pace as I used to be because I have to reckon with things
everywhere.

" There are hardly any parking rules In Germany, e-scooters are generally allowed to park anywhere on the
sidewalk, as long as the municipality does not impose stricter rules.

That is why the police in the Klaus Bopp case apparently came to the conclusion that the e-scooters had
been parked in accordance with the law, even though they protruded from the house wall across the
sidewalk. "The legislator has not formulated any clear rules where e-scooters can be set up," says lawyer
Hiby to Business Insider. He sees a serious legislative loophole in this. In many places, this regulatory
loophole leads to parking chaos on the sidewalks. Bopp's hometown of Bremen is one of the few cities that
have set clear rules of the game. The city of Voi has stipulated that when parking there must be at least
1.50 meters of remaining walkway. If someone complains to the public order office, the e-scooter providers
have 24 hours to switch the vehicles.

Business model favors wild parking. The business model of the e-scooter companies is based heavily on
the fact that the scooters can be found everywhere. “Availability is crucial,” says a Voi spokesman. In the
industry, one speaks of the "free floating model". Every customer can borrow them and put them back
where they want.



For Hilke Groenewold, expert for accessibility at the German Association of the Blind and Visually Impaired,
this is precisely the danger, especially for visually impaired and blind people. "Even sighted people can trip
over it at night," says Groenewold. The association wants fixed parking spaces, preferably on the street. "If
they have to stand on sidewalks, then only in defined areas that are tactile and visually recognizable," says
the expert. However, this is only moderately attractive for e-scooter companies, as it limits availability. Read
too Voi partially outsources responsibility Voi assured Business Insider that the company takes sidewalk
safety very seriously.

The Swedish company will be represented on German roads in June 2019 with its e-scooter range. Today
she is active in twelve cities with a five-digit number of scooters. The problem with fleet management: Voi
has - as usual in the industry - outsourced the control of the scooters to a large extent. The company offers
the platform, the e-scooters and some local contacts. The real work on the road, collecting, charging and
distributing the scooters is done by subcontractors. Voi says it uses digital tracking to check whether the
scooters are parked correctly. Local Voi employees would instruct the external service providers and
occasionally check them on the street. One is in close contact with the subcontractors.

What doesn't seem to go well with this: Vois Operations Manager for Bremen lives and works in Berlin, 400
kilometers away. From the point of view of lawyer Hiby, the company deliberately goes to the maximum
distance: "Voi operates a purely virtual business from Sweden with no tangible liability substrates." The
current permit for Voi's 500 e-scooters in Bremen expires at the end of November. The city is negotiating
the terms for the next year with Voi these days. What is certain so far is that the sidewalk width will be
increased from 1.50 to 1.80 meters and that the company will have to react much more quickly to
incorrectly parked e-scooters - probably within six instead of 24 hours. The Senate for the Interior said that
Bremen is pushing the e-scooter companies to have fixed parking spaces. Klaus Bopp, who is still
struggling with the consequences of the accident, is waiting until today



Appendix D Some examples of problems of dockless geofenced rentable e-scooters from Bath and
Bristol

Tweet Saturday 13 February 2021
This tweet was tweeted out on Saturday 13 February 2021 it stated:

'Sorry, @voitechnology but this seems a bit sub-optimal compared with where they should be in
BS8 #Bristol pic.twitter.com/4ubsYtGY5h'
https://twitter.com/andrewtlynch/status/1360587354621300736?s=21.

Sorry, @voitechnology but this seems a bit
sub-optimal compared with where they should be in
BS8 #Bristol pic.twitter.com/4ubsYtGY5h

13/02/2021, 13:51

There were two photos tweeted which are given below as screen grabs and are described as follows:

 The first photo had what looks like 11 e-scooters left on the pavement in BS8 in Bristol. With one
more left in-between two cars on the road.  There were what looks like 7 on the building line going
down a hill, two parked doubled and then the remaining 4 blocking the pavement. The e-
scooters spanned the length of 4 vehicles.  None of these e-scooters except on the one on the road
were left in a safe manner.   They completely blocked the pavement and the ones on the building
line could have been knocked into, or knocked over. This is simply not safe as they create a trip
hazard and they are blocking accessible routes.

 The second picture shows two e-scooters next to the building line (a wall). They were sticking out on
to the pavement. There were close to two green electric cables boxes, which were next to a bench
both of which were on the building line.  These are also not safe as they are a trip hazard and could
be easily knocked into or knocked over.  Even if they had been parked the other way on the
pavement this still would be not safe and the e-scooters can be knocked into and knocked over.

This tweet illustrates 13 e-scooters not parked in un-safe locations.

Comments & Recommendations

 The first photo clearly illustrates the geo-fencing of the dockless e-scooters is not working.  This is
unsafe. The e-scooters are a trip hazard to vulnerable pedestrians, this includes blind, partially
sighted, disabled, elderly people etc and completely block the accessibility of the pavement. It is
very clear the riders would have ridden on the pavement to get to leave them in this location, which
is not safe for vulnerable pedestrians.

 The e-scooters left next to the building line are not safe in the second photo. They e-scooter shape
makes them easy to trip over. It is also clear the people using the e-scooters will have to ride on and
off the pavements to park. Even if they had been left along side the building line this would also not
be safe as people could walk into them and knock them over. Leaving e-scooters on the pavement
is not safe, as the riders will ride on them to park their scooter and there is the potential for them to
mess around on pavements during this time.

https://twitter.com/%E2%80%AA@voitechnology%E2%80%AC%E2%81%A9
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Bristol&src=hash
https://t.co/4ubsYtGY5h
https://twitter.com/andrewtlynch/status/1360587354621300736?s=21
https://twitter.com/%E2%80%AA@voitechnology%E2%80%AC%E2%81%A9
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Bristol&src=hash
https://t.co/4ubsYtGY5h
https://twitter.com/andrewtlynch/status/1360587354621300736?s=11


 The use of pavements or public spaces to store rentable dockless geo-fenced e-scooters is unsafe
and is not acceptable. They must all be removed at once, docked and locked off these areas.

 Pavements and public space cannot be used for any docking equipment as all pavement space and
public space is needed for pedestrians to use. Allowing even physically docked e-scooters on
pavement areas will allow riders to ride on them and have the opportunity to mess around on them.
This is simply not safe for vulnerable or any pedestrians.

 The use of any markings on pavements or public areas to indicate where they will be parked will not
be accepted as blind people cannot see these.

Photo 1

Photo 2



The tweet was tweeted Saturday 13 February 2021

Further evidence of the unsafe situation arising on pavements in Bristol identified on twitter. The tweet was
tweeted Saturday 13 February 2021 https://twitter.com/neilskn/status/1360684201943699456?s=21

It was tweeted to VOI and stated the following: @voitechnology your scooters have been left in a
dangerous spot by your employees in Bradley Stoke on Baileys Court Road. On Fri 12th there was one
scooter today (13th) there are all these blocking the pathway preventing mobility scooter and pram
users pic.twitter.com/lDXw3htHw6 13/02/2021, 20:16. This is the tweet:

@voitechnology your scooters have been left in a dangerous spot by your employees in
Bradley Stoke on Baileys Court Road. On Fri 12th there was one scooter today (13th) there
are all these blocking the pathway preventing mobility scooter and pram
users pic.twitter.com/lDXw3htHw6

13/02/2021, 20:16

There are three screen grabs given below. The first s the tweet itself. The second and third shows the
photos used in the tweet and both illustrate 5 e-scooters left abandoned and blocking the shared used
path.  There is a blue sign with a cycle and pedestrian on it stating it is a shared space pathway. The path
goes into a narrow area bounded by a hedge on each side.

https://twitter.com/neilskn/status/1360684201943699456?s=21
http://pic.twitter.com/lDXw3htHw6
https://twitter.com/%E2%80%AA@voitechnology%E2%80%AC%E2%81%A9
https://t.co/lDXw3htHw6
https://twitter.com/neilskn/status/1360684201943699456?s=11


Comments & Recommendations

 This is unsafe, they are a trip hazard and they are causing an obstruction for any
vulnerable pedestrians trying to use this areas. It is clear the dockless geo-fenced model is not
working.

 The use of pavements or public spaces to store rentable e-scooters is not acceptable. They must all
be removed at once, docked and locked off the pavement and of public places.

 Pavements and public space cannot be used for any docking equipment as all pavement space and
public space is needed for pedestrians to use. Allowing even physically docked e-scooters on
pavement areas will allow riders to ride on them and have the opportunity to mess around on them.
This is simply not safe for vulnerable pedestrians or any pedestrians.

 The use of any markings on pavements or public areas to indicate where they will be parked will not
be accepted as blind people cannot see these.

 The use of rentable e-scooters on shared space paths like this is not safe for vulnerable
pedestrians. E-scooters should not be allowed to be used in such areas and can you please take
action to stop their use in these areas.



Screen Grab 1 Which states  @voitechnology  your scooters have been left in a dangerous spot by
your employees in Bradley Stoke on Baileys Court Road. On Fri 12th there was one scooter today (13th)
there are all these blocking the pathway preventing mobility scooter and pram
users pic.twitter.com/lDXw3htHw6 13/02/2021, 20:16
Photo 1

Screen Grab  2  Shows one the photos used in the tweet. It illustrates the 5 e-scooters left abandoned and
blocking the shared used path.  There is a blue sign with a cycle and pedestrian on it stating it is a shared
space pathway and the path goes into a narrow area bounded by a hedge on each side.

http://pic.twitter.com/lDXw3htHw6


Screen Grab 3 Shows one the photos used in the tweet. It illustrates the 5 e-scooters left abandoned and
blocking the shared used path.  There is a blue sign with a cycle and pedestrian on it stating it is a shared
space pathway and the path goes into a narrow area bounded by a hedge on each side.



The tweet was tweeted on 7th March 2021.

Further evidence of the unsafe situation arising on pavements in Bristol identified on twitter. Three screen
grabs are given below from a tweet @dangusset from Bristol, Filton.

 The first is the tweet which simply states ’They wait’. There are two photos of e-scooters on the
pavement.

 The second screen grab shows the first photo shows the tweet in more detail. It shows 7 e-scooters
all together facing the road with front wheels close to the edge of the kerb. There is a Spar shop



behind and a person looking a scooters. There are bollards to stop vehicles parking on the
pavement. There are two cycle hoops where the e-scooters are located.

 The third screen grab shows 9 e-scooters left in the same area, all over the pavement in random
fashion causing an obstruction. There are two cycle hoops that are on the pavement. There are
bollards to stop vehicles parking on the pavement.

The fourth screen grab is from google maps. This shows the area where the e-scooters where
photographed. There are bollards in-between a the drainage strip and the kerb, which would prevent cars
parking on it. There is also a controlled push button pedestrian crossing on the road.

Comments & Recommendations

 This is not a safe location for rentable dockless geofenced e-scooters to be left. The e-scooters are
a trip hazard in both photos given below to vulnerable pedestrians, this includes blind, partially
sighted, disabled people, elderly people etc. It is clear the geo-fencing is not working given the state
the e-scooters are left in, however, even when they appear tidy they are unsafe.

 This is not a safe location for rentable dockless geo-fenced, as e-scooters uses will be riding on and
off the pavements to park. Riders will ride them on the pavement and will have the opportunity to
mess around on them on the pavement.

 The use of cycle parking infrastructure should not be used to store rentable geofenced e-scooters.
These are needed for people undertaking active travel and needed to ensure bicycles do not end up
cluttering the pavement.

 The use of pavements or public spaces to store rentable e-scooters is not acceptable. They must all
be removed at once, docked and locked off the pavement and of public places.

 Pavements and public space cannot be used for any docking equipment as all pavement space and
public space is needed for pedestrians to use. Allowing even physically docked e-scooters on
pavement areas will allow riders to ride on them and have the opportunity to mess around on them.
This is simply not safe for vulnerable pedestrians or any pedestrians.

 The use of any markings on pavements or public areas to indicate where they will be parked will not
be accepted as blind people cannot see these.



First screen grab: Tweet from Pope Dan Gusset @dangusset which simply states ’They wait’. There are
two photos of e-scooters on the pavement. Tweeted 7/3/21

Second screen grab shows the first picture tweeted in more detail and shows 7 e-scooters all together
facing the road with front wheels close to the edge of the kerb. There is a Spar shop behind and a person
looking a scooters. There are bollards to stop vehicles parking on pavement. There are two cycle hoops
where the e-scooters are.



Third screen grab shows 9 e-scooters left in the same area  over a pavement in random fashion causing an
obstruction. There are two cycle hopes that are on the pavement. There are bollards to stop vehicles
parking on the pavement. There are bollards in-between a drainage strip and the kerb, which would prevent
cars parking on it

Fourth screen grab is from google maps. This shows the area where the e-scooters where photographed.
There are bollards in-between a drainage strip and the kerb, which would prevent cars parking on it. There
is also a controlled push button pedestrian crossing on the road.



The tweet was tweeted on 20 February 2021.

Further evidence of the unsafe situation arising on pavements in Bath identified on twitter.
There are three screen grabs below.

 The first screen grab itself which stated the following:  Leigh Dodds @ldood 'There are some mixed
views about e-scooters in Bath'.  The tweet illustrates 6 e-scooters facing a wall. The wall have 'Y
not walk’ sprayed on to it and it is next to a road sign stating Park Lane.

 Screen grab two is of the photo which was tweeted as described above.

 Screen grab three is a google map of the pavement where the photograph in the tweet was taken.
The pavement area is built out to accommodate a roundabout at a junction.

Comments & Recommendations

 The e-scooters left next to the building line are not safe. The e-scooter shape makes them easy to
trip over. Even if they had been left along side the building line this would also not be safe as people
could walk into them and knock them over. Leaving e-scooters on the pavement is not safe, as the
riders will ride on them to park their scooter and there is the potential for them to mess around on
pavements during this time.

 The use of pavements or public spaces to store rentable dockless geo-fenced e-scooters is unsafe
and is not acceptable. They must all be removed at once, docked and locked off these areas.

 Pavements and public space cannot be used for any docking equipment as all pavement space and
public space is needed for pedestrians to use. Allowing even physically docked e-scooters on
pavement areas will allow riders to ride on them and have the opportunity to mess around on them.
This is simply not safe for vulnerable or any pedestrians.

 The use of any markings on pavements or public areas to indicate where they will be parked will not
be accepted as blind people cannot see these.





Tweet 07/03/2021 23.52



Further evidence illustrating unsafe parking. Tweet given below states ‘@voitechnology @BritolCouncil
@sgloscouncil I though those scooters shouldn’t cause obstruction while parked. Where I can comment on
the ongoing trial in Bristol?

The tweet has two photos attached. Both show e-scooters on pavement. The two photos are given below
and illustrates approximately 14 e-scooters completely blocking the pavement.

Comments & Recommendations

 The e-scooters left on the pavement are not safe. They are blocking the pavement and blocking the
tactile markings at the kerb edge used for blind people to know when they are crossing the carriage
way. The e-scooters are causing an obstruction. Leaving e-scooters on the pavement is not safe, as
the riders will ride on them to park their scooter and there is the potential for them to mess around
on pavements during this time.

 The use of pavements or public spaces to store rentable dockless geo-fenced e-scooters is unsafe
and is not acceptable. They must all be removed at once, docked and locked off these areas.

 Pavements and public space cannot be used for any docking equipment as all pavement space and
public space is needed for pedestrians to use. Allowing even physically docked e-scooters on
pavement areas will allow riders to ride on them and have the opportunity to mess around on them.
This is simply not safe for vulnerable or any pedestrians.

 The use of any markings on pavements or public areas to indicate where they will be parked will not
be accepted as blind people cannot see these.






